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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background and Rational 

1.1.1. Global Situation 

Anthrax is found all over the world in all continents except Antarctica. There 

are endemic areas with more frequent outbreaks, other areas are subjected to sporadic 

outbreaks in response to unusual weather patterns which can cause spores that were 

dormant in the soil to come to the surface where they are ingested by ruminants, 

germinate and cause illness. (World Organization for Animal Health [OIE],2007: 

online)  

There are sporadic human cases of anthrax globally for instance USA, 

Zambia, Bangladesh, India, China and some countries in Africa and Europe and 

become endemic public health issue. 

In 2001, there was mail bioterrorism of anthrax in USA, 22 cases including 5 

deaths were detected, 11 of them were confirmed as inhalation anthrax, and others 11 

cases (7 confirmed and 4 suspected cases) were coetaneous anthrax. 12 cases are mail 

handlers who had direct contact with contaminate mails. 55% of all cases were male. 

The cases were identified in 7 states along east coast of the United State namely 

Connecticut, Florida, Maryland, New Jersey, New York City, Pennsylvania and 

Virginia.  Age range of the cases is between 7 months to 94 years, in average is 46 

years. (Daniel. et al., 2002 : Cole, 2004) . from this event, Anthrax became well-

known and also became global public health concern. 

In Bangladesh northwest, there are more than 500 human cases infected of 

anthrax, reported from 12 out of 164 districts throughout the country from August-

September 2010. Main risks were identified, for example eating and handling infected 

animal products. Farmers are recommended on carcass disposal is to bury their 

infected cattle carcasses in deep underground, but some of farmers are unlikely to 

perform this advice. The chief technical officer of the Food and Agriculture 

Organization said that “some of farmers just dispose their cattle carcasses in the river 
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and lake which is very risky” (Gregg, 2010). From this event shows that one of risk 

factors of anthrax infection in human is theirown practices.  

In 2001, there was an outbreak occurred at three villages in Kolar district 

(Karnataka, south India) between June and August 2001 when 25 sheep and cows  

died. Villagers get sick after eating those carcass meats. Another outbreak took place 

at Bandhughutu (Midnapore, West Bengal) in May 2000. Here, too, tribal people 

feasted on roasted meat of dead animals. 43 people were affected, with three deaths 

and also in July 1999, too, an outbreak was reported from Karnataka.  Eight human 

cases detected at Jenukuruba  in Mysore  district,  after some  people  ate meat  of  an  

infected deer. Five people died in this incident (Sharma, 2001). In this event, 

consuming infected meat is the risk of anthrax infection. 

1.1.2. Situation in Laos 

Anthrax is one of 17 reportable diseases and symptoms of human health in 

Lao PDR, under the national surveillance system; there is weekly report from 

provincial health department to the National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology 

(NCLE). In Laos, there are many outbreaks of suspected anthrax occurred from 1984 

to 2010,  human cases were reported from four provinces namely Vientiane capital, 

Savannakhet, Salavan and Champasak, the last two provinces are the most affected 

provinces that human cases are reported quite often and become endemic areas 

(EWARN, 2010).  

Table 1: The years that suspected anthrax in humans occurred in four provinces of 

Lao PDR (NCLE record, 2011) 

Provinces Years that suspected anthrax in humans occurred 

Vientiane capital 1984, 1997, 2009 

Savannakhet 2009 

Salavan 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010 and 2011 

Champasak 2001, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 
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Animal health situation 

Anthrax is one of the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) notifiable 

disease. In 2007, there was an important event happened, it is collaboration between 

human health and animal health sectors. Both sectors agreed to work collaboratively 

together including strengthening reporting system, and MOU was signed in 2007. 

Under this agreement, there are 5 diseases that need to be reported to each other if 

diseases detected, they are avian influenza (H5N1), anthrax, leptospirosis, rabies and 

trichinosis (Memorandum of Understanding on collaboration between human and 

animal health sectors, 2007).  

Anthrax vaccination in Lao PDR 1980 – 1996, vaccine distributed to most 

provinces in the country estimated 70% covered and vaccination stopped in 1996 

when there was no ongoing outbreak detected (Chanthalom and Chanthalay, 2010). 

However, sporadic cases are predicted in Lao PDR. 

Table 2: Positive results of anthracis by detected  animal specimens (NAHC,2010) 

Date Sample from cattle Result 

1984  Blood  Anthracis Positive  

2008  skin, bone,  blood, top of hair  Anthracis  Positive  

April  14, 2009  skin,  blood, meat  Anthracis  Positive  

7 June 2009  Stool and top of hear  Anthracis  Positive  

20 July 2009   dry meat, bone,  dry skin  Anthracis  Positive  

 

1.1.3. Situation in Salavan Province 

Salavan province is located in southern part of Lao PDR, the north of Salavan 

is next to Savannakhet province, north-east is sharing border with Kuangchi province 

of Vietnam, the east is next to Sekong province and the west side is Ubonrachathani 

province, Thailand and have Mekong river in between. This province is affected by 

infectious diseases including dengue, diarrhea and anthrax. There are 8 districts 

namely Ta-Oi, Samouai, Lamam, Laongarm, Vapi, Lakhonepheng, Toumlan and 
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Salavan and consist of 358,761 habitants. As Lao PDR is agriculture country, most of 

people in this province are farmers, there is no big cattle farm there but people have 

cattle feeding in the yard area and people live closely with their animals. 

In Salavan province, there are many events of cattle death occurred in last two 

decades. With limitation on lab capacity and reporting and surveillance system, there 

was no record of cattle deaths from 1993-2008, until 2009 there is laboratory 

confirmation of Bacillus Anthracis positive of animal specimens. The same outbreak 

in human in above mentioned. 

Table 3: Shows the animal deaths in Salavan province from 1993-2009, reported by 

director of provincial agriculture department. (Chanthalom, Chanthalay, 

2009) 

ID  Year Occur cattle 

death 

Diagnostic District  affect Record 

1  1993,1995, 1996, 1998 No  Kongxedon ,  No 

2  1999  No  Taooy  No 

3  2004  No  Kongxedon  No 

4  2008  Suspected 

Anthrax  

Saravan  No 

5 2009  Anthrax  Saravan  Yes 

  

In 2009, there was a big anthrax outbreak occurred in Salavan province. 

Investigation was done and there were 138 human cases detected including 10 deaths 

from a total population of 3885 in seven villages during February 22  to  September 

28, 2009.  Most of the cases had expereinced of handling and/or eating death 

carcasses. There were report of skin lesion and abdominal symptoms after consuming 

carcass. There was no vaccination against anthrax for cattle in that area. (National 

Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology [NCLE], 2009)  
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Last outbreak in Salavan occurred in April-May 2011, 18 cases including one 

death were reported from four villages, the most affected village is Nalath village 

where there are 14 cases out of 537 villagers, attack rate was 2.60%. the risk factors 

found is similar to ealier mentioned outbreak, that was behavior of villagers about 

Butchering sick and death cattle instead of dipose those animal properly by burying in 

deep underground. ( NCLE, 2011)  

People in Salavan have experienced with similar situation for years, but still, 

similar event occur again and again, risk factor found is their behavior. Health 

education is always conducted right after the outbreak detected to teach them what is 

anthrax, what are the risk and how can they prevent themselve. However, knowledge 

of villagers about anthrax is seem to be lack or unknown, this study would help 

providing information on this aspect which could help on further consideration about 

developing message for some specific groups and areas. Moreover, evironmental 

setting is often leave behind even it is also important aspect, therefore evironmental 

factors would be identified in this study as well.  

1.2. Research Questions 

 Which socio-demographic factors associated with anthrax infection in human in   

Salavan district, Salavan province? 

  Do their past practices associated with anthrax infection in human in these   

Salavan district, Salavan province? 

 What are the environmental factors associated with anthrax infection in human   

in Salavan district, Salavan province? 

1.3. Hypothesis 

 There is association between past practices and human anthrax infection among 

villagers in these seven villages 

 There is association between environmental factors and human anthrax 

infection. 

 There is association between socio-demographic factors and human anthrax 

infection. 
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1.4. Objective 

1.4.1. General Objective 

To asses environmental factors, knowledge and practice towards anthrax infection in 

human and in villagers of in Salavan distict, Salavan province, Lao PDR. 

1.4.2. Specific Objective 

 To indentify association between past practice and human anthrax infection in   

Salavan district, Salanvan province  

 To indentify association between socio-demographic factors and anthrax 

infection in human in Salavan district, Salanvan province. 

 To identify environmental factors influencing anthrax infection in human in   

Salavan district, Salanvan province 

 To assess knowledge, practice of villagers towards anthrax infection in human  

in Salavan district, Salanvan province. 
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1.5. Conceptual Framework 

Independent variables                                     Dependent variable 

         

  

                        

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Conceptual Framework 

 

Socio-demographic factors: 

-Age 

-Gender 

-Income 

-Education 

-Religion 

-Occupation 

 

Past practices toward anthrax 

infection 

-Butchering, contact, burry, 

cutting, leave carcass, dry, 

being main cook. 

 

Environmental factors 

-Live stock 

-Place for livestock  

-Water source 

-Animal stool 

-Flooding history 

 

Case (anthrax infection 

diagnosed) 

 

Control (no anthrax 

infection) 
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1.6. Operational Definitions 

 Environmental factors means characteristics in a household‟s surrounding for instance 

number of animals, animal stall nearby their houses, water sources, animal stool 

surrounds the house as well as history of flooding in that area. 

 Socio-demographic factors refers to age, gender, income, ethic, education, religion, 

occupation of the participants. 

 Practices refer to practices of participants regards to anthrax infection for instance 

slaughtering and eating meat, disposal of carcass, vaccination of their cattle. 

 Past practices refer to practices of participants before the outbreak in their villages 

occurred.  

 Knowledge refers to knowledge about anthrax in difference aspects for instance 

causes symptoms, mode of transmission and how to prevent the diseases.  

 Cases are all reported cases from the anthrax outbreak in 2009-2011 in Salavan 

district, Salavan province, who were diagnosed as anthrax infection by clinician by 

using clinical based diagnosis. 

 Controls are non-case in affected villages (never experience anthrax like skin lesion 

in their lifetime), in all ages and sex. 

 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1. Review of Related Literature 

2.1.1. Overview of anthrax 

Anthrax is a zoonotic disease caused by spore-forming bacteria Bacillus 

anthracis, The  name  of  the  bacteria is  from  the Greek word for  coal,  because  of  

the ulcers with  dark  centers  that  develop  on the  skin  of  affected  people. The 

disease is common in domestic and wild animals for example cattle, sheep, goats, 

camels, antelopes, and other herbivores and as a rare condition in humans.  The 

incubation period in humans is approximately 1-6 days and the disease may be 

present as three distinct clinical syndromes: cutaneous, inhalational, and 

gastrointestinal diseases (Heymann, 2004) as following:  

• Cutaneous or skin anthrax is the most common form. Incubation period is 1-12 

days.  It is usually contracted when a person with a break in their skin, such as a 

cut or abrasion, comes into direct contact with anthrax spores. The resulting itchy 

bump rapidly develops into a black sore. Some people can then develop 

headaches, muscle aches, fever and vomiting. Cutaneous anthrax must be treated 

quickly. Appropriate medical evaluation and treatment are essential. 

• Gastrointestinal anthrax is caught from eating meat from an infected animal. 

Incubation period is 1-7 days. It causes initial symptoms similar to food 

poisoning but these can worsen to produce severe abdominal pain, vomiting of 

blood and severe diarrhoea. Appropriate medical evaluation and treatment are 

essential. 

• The most severe form of human anthrax is called inhalation or pulmonary 

anthrax. Incubation period is 1-7 days. Though the rarest, it is the form of human 

anthrax causing the most current concern. This form of the disease is caused 

when a person is directly exposed to a large number of anthrax spores suspended 

in the air, and breathes them in. The first symptoms are similar to those of a 
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common cold, but this can rapidly progress to severe breathing difficulties and 

shock. Appropriate medical evaluation and treatment are essential.  (CDC, 2001) 

2.1.2. Mode of transmission to human 

There are three main ways of anthrax transmission such as direct contact to 

infected animal products, consuming infected meat and breathing in anthrax 

contaminated air. Clinical forms mentioned above are developed according to 

such ways of transmission.  The following picture shows the mode of 

transmission of anthrax from animal to human. 

 

Figure 2: Cycle of infection in anthrax 

The spore is central to the cycle, although vegetative forms may also play a 

role in establishing infection when, for example, humans or carnivores eat meat from 

an animal that died of anthrax or when biting flies transmit the disease. The infectivity 

of vegetative forms is difficult to establish since it is close to impossible to prepare 

truly spore-free vegetative cell suspension in the laboratory (Peter Turnbull, Anthrax 

in humans and animals 4
th

 edition, (Geniva: WHO press, 2008). Page 10.) 
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So far, report of person to person transmission is very rare (Quinn and 

Turnbull, 1998). 

2.1.3. Related researches. 

There are many studies about anthrax have been done so far.  However, most 

of them are studying among animals as anthrax is zoonotic disease and some of them 

are biological researches and there are some studies among human related to this 

issue. 

A previous study on ecology and epidemiology of anthrax in cattle and 

humans in Zambia 2009 shows that there are some factors shown as challenges of 

anthrax control for instance socio-political, economical factors, environmental and 

cultural factors (Siamudaala et al, 2009) 

A report of Community-based Public health system Behavior of Tanzania 

shows that slaughtering sick animals for human consumption in Tanzania is one 

challenge of community public health education program(Kambarage et al., 2005 

cited in Expert Consultation on Community-Based Veterinary Public Health System, 

2005)  

In 2007, there was a 1:1 unmatched case control study done in Zimbabwe. 

This study was conducted after an outbreak of anthrax occurred during January to 

February 2007, to indentify risk factors for contracting anthrax in Kuwirirana ward, 

Gokwe North, Zimbabwe. 37 cases and 37 controls were involved in the study. A case 

was any person who developed disease by itchy of the affected area, followed by 

painful lesion which became popular and then eschar during period of outbreak which 

is 12 January-20 February 2007. The controls were people who did not develop any 

symptoms mentioned above. There are several risk factors indentified in this study for 

example, eating contaminated meat (OR=7.7), belonging to a household with cattle 

deaths(OR=9.7), assisting with skinning infected carcasses (OR=5.4), preparation 

food, cutting meat (slaughter)(OR=4.8), preparation for drying meat (OR=5), having 

cuts or wounds during skinning (OR=19.5) were all significantly associated with 

anthrax with 95% CI excluded 1  (Gombe et al, 2010). 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Siamudaala%20VM%22%5bAuthor%5d
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Siamudaala%20VM%22%5bAuthor%5d
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There is a case control study conducted in Saskatchewan, Canada in 2007, to 

investigate an anthrax outbreak in cattle that occurred during summer 2006. Cases 

were defined as farm with one or more animals confirmed with anthrax and control 

farms were farms that had no evidence of anthrax or suspicious deaths of anthrax in 

2006 while there were many anthrax outbreaks occurred. 117 case farms and 259 

control farms were included in the study. Questionnaire was used for data collection 

which consists of the environmental conditions of farms site and how do they manage 

the premise, history of animal deaths, density of herds, grass length, pasture 

condition, history of flooding etc. the researcher found that premises where there is 

occurrence of flooding is more likely have anthrax infection compare to those who 

don‟t. The higher density of animals on pasture is one risk factor of anthrax infection 

with OR=3 with 95% CI is 1.6-5.7. (Epp, Waldner and Argue, 2010) 

There was a retrospective cohort study was conducted in Kazakhstan in order 

to identify risk factors for human anthrax among contacts of anthrax infected 

livestock in Kazakhstan. There were 53 cases and 255 non ill persons (contacts) from 

7 outbreaks of human anthrax involved in the study, the researchers take data from 

those seven outbreaks that occurred during 1 January 1997-31 December 1998 and 

included all ages of cases and contacts.  From this study they found that slaughtering 

animals (RR=8.3; 95%CI 4.8-14.4), butchering (RR=7.7; 95%CI 4.4-13.4), having 

cuts on hands (RR=4.2; 95% CI 1.9-9.0) are main risk factors of anthrax infection in 

human with P value less than 0.001 for each variable ( Woods et al, 2004). 

A retrospective case-control study done in North Dakota, USA, in 2006, after 

anthrax outbreak in animal during July 1 to October 12, 2005. The researchers sent 

out mail to 419 premises and there are 137 responses (33%). In this figure, 52 

premises with cases and 85 respondents were premises with no reported cases. 

Therefore, giving 1:1.6 ratio for case and control. These cases was defined as premise 

with one or more animal deaths with specimens are positive for anthracis which 

confirmed by laboratory and the control are premises where there was no reported of 

animal deaths. Key findings of this study were the premises that vacinated their 

animals more than one time a year is more likely to be protected compare with 

premises where they animal vaccination provided only once a year (OR=0.12 95% CI 
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0.05-0.30, p<0.0001) Using antibiotics along with vaccination were almost eight 

times more likely to be anthrax-positive premises as compare with those that did not 

use antibiotics combinaton (OR=7.69, 95% CI 2.5-25, p<0.0001). Moreover, weather 

condition is also taken into account, both instinct wet and dry conditions are more 

likely to be anthrax positive with p<0.03 (Mafany et al, 2008) 

Cross sectional survey was done in Tanzania to assess knowledge about cause, 

clinical features and diagnosis of some zoonotic diseases including Anthrax, found 

that the medical practitioners have lack knowledge about zoonotic diseases. There is 

no different between practitioners in different background. However, practitioners in 

rural area have lack knowledge compare to their urban colleagues. (John, 2008) 

An earlier retrospective study was done among 369 villagers in KaengLai 

village, Bacheing district, Champassak province in the month of June 2008. The study 

was conducted after occurrence of an outbreak of suspected Anthrax in May-June 

2008. After the investigation, 43 villagers experienced with skin lesion and/or rash 

called anthrax eschars, some of them reported an onset of abdominal pain with 

diarrhea after consuming cow meat product but no one present respiratory symptom. 

Identified risk factors of infection in humans with anthrax are experiencing a prior 

wound infection, contacting with cow hair, handling cow product (meat, bone) prior 

consumption, this shows that butchering and preparation of meat from dead cattle are 

the risk factors. Moreover, cases can be found in both male and female and from all 

ethnic groups. (Khamphaphongphan and Denny, 2008).   

In 2009, there was an anthrax risk assessment done by FET (the Field 

Epidemiology Training) trainees, the assessment conducted in two provinces, 

Champasak and Salavan and found that animals in these two provinces are not 

vaccinated. In 1980, around 70 % coverage of Anthrax vaccination throughout the 

country, until 1996, vaccination program was stop when anthrax outbreak was not 

detected. Sometime vaccine is imported from Vietnam and Thailand just for specific 

event but it not routine program. (Chanthalom and Chanthlay, 2009) 

There was a study done by FET (the Field Epidemiology Training) trainees in 

2010. The assessment of knowledge about anthrax among staff of human health and 

animal health sectors in Salavan province. The result from this study shows that they 
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had lack understanding about anthrax in human, less than 30% of clinician know 

symptoms of anthrax and more than 70 % of them think that anthrax is only occur in 

animals. (Singhalath and Vilasone, 2010). 

 



CHAPTER III  

METHODS 

3.1. Research Design 

The case-control study design was used to indentify environmental factors,   

knowledge and practices toward anthrax infection in humans among villagers in 

Salavan district, Salavan Province.  

3.1.1. Study Area 

The study is conducted in seventeen villages of Salavan district, Salavan 

Province, namely Nabak, Kadab, BengOudom, DongKohNeua, SaenVangnoiy, 

Nakhok, Nakoisao, Nalad,  Sapone, Maisamphan, NaxayKokphao, 

DanYai,  Nadonekhuang, NaphengYai, Thameuangkao, Thameuangxe, Khiengkhong 

where the anthrax outbreak and anthrax human cases reported in 2009-2011. The 

study area covered 17 villages out of nineteen villages since two villages of them are 

far and there was only one cases in each of these two villages, however, history of 

these two cases were taken. They both went to other villages where there was 

outbreak and they developed symptoms after consuming meat from carcass in other 

villages and there were no unusual cattle dead in these two villages (Ban Bouang and 

NongBua).   

 Salavan province is located in southern part of Lao PDR, the north of Salavan 

is next to Savannakhet province, north-east is sharing border with Kuangchi province, 

Vietnam, the east is next to Sekong province and the west side is Ubonrachathani 

province, Thailand and have Mekong river in between. This province is affected by 

infectious diseases including dengue, diarrhea and anthrax. There are 8 districts 

namely Ta-Oi, Samouai, Lamam, Laongarm, Vapi, Lakhonepheng, Toumlan and 

Salavan and consist of 358,761 habitants. As Lao PDR is agriculture country, most of 

people in this province are farmers, there is no big cattle farm there but people will 

have cattle feeding in the yard area, people live closely with their animals.  
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Figure 3 : Salavan Map 
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Figure 4: Villages of Salavan, the study site. 

3.1.2. Study Period 

This study is conducted in the months of February-March, 2012. 

3.1.3. Study population and sample size 

Cases 

All reported cases from suspected anthrax outbreak in 2009-2011 and have 

been residing in those 17 affected villages, Salavan district, Salavan province 

before the outbreak in each specific village occurred  

Control  

Those who are non cases from suspected anthrax outbreak during 2009-2011, 

have been residing in those 17 affected villages for at least three years and 

have never experienced anthrax like skin lesion. 
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Exclusion criteria applied in this study is as follows: 

Cases and Control 

o Those who moved out from those affected villages   

o Those who have mental health problem. 

o Those who refuse to participate in the study. 

 

Note: if there is mother of children under 12 who participated, being randomly 

selected, that mother will be excluded as she will be interviewed about her child. This 

condition will be applied for controls.  

 There are 138 cases that meet inclusion criteria mentioned above and all are 

invited to participate in the study. Two controls per one case were selected, so 276 

controls are included, therefore 414 people are included in the study. 

3.1.4. Sampling Technique 

All cases are invited to involve in this study by using purposive sampling 

technique, an individual case is defined as a reported case from an anthrax outbreak in 

2009-2011 in Salavan district, Salavan province. The line list of cases is provided by 

the National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE) of Lao PDR. In the 

line list received from the National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology, there 

were 171 cases in 19 villages should be included, and only 138 or around 80.23 % of 

reported cases were included in this study.  

Controls were sampled randomly from those seventeen affected villages 

mentioned above. In this stage, initial survey was done in nine villages where there 

were reported cases more than five and called to eight villages where there were cases 

less than five. 138 cases were verified in this stage, therefore 276 controls would be 

included to this study, and number of households in each village was collected. 

Number of controls in each village was sampled randomly, there were 263 households 

were selected randomly by village head of each village. Then, each individual control 

was selected randomly from chosen the households respectively.   
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3.1.5. Research Instruments Measurement Tools 

The data were collected by using a semi-structured interview questionnaire as 

well as developed checklist of environment observation which is done by the 

researcher based on references from others related researches done in the past. Printed 

photos of anthrax skin lesion was used for showing to controls in order to verify that 

they had never experienced this lesion in their life time. There are questions related to 

socio-demographic status, knowledge about anthrax in different aspects for example, 

mode of transmission, symptoms and prevention. Both cases and control group were 

asked by using same questionnaire. Each questionnaire needed approximately 30-45 

minutes including observation form.  

Pretesting of 50 questionnaires were conducted in Houai Leusi village, 

Bachieng district, Champasak province where there were report of human cases of 

anthrax in 2011 and is not included in this study. The whole interview process was 

monitored closely to ensure understanding of questions. For questions knowledge 

part, reliability test was done and Cronbach‟s alpha coefficient was 0.77 which is 

acceptable. The questionnaire was translated into Lao language and also the interview 

was conducted in Lao language. The form was edited on wording to make the 

questions more clear and understandable. 

3.1.6. Data Collection 

Data collection started from the month of February to March 2012. Firstly, 

researcher asked permission from the Ministry of Public Health, and then official 

letter is sent to local government authority for instance the Provincial Public Health 

Office (PHO), District Public Health Office (DHO), Health Care Center and the 

village heads of those villages in order to request for their approval and collaboration 

in each level. There are 3 assistants involved in data collection and there was a short 

training for these three assistants.  

The validated and pre-tested questionnaire is administered to the participants.  

Data collection is done by face to face interview, the interview is conducted in Lao 

language, some interviewees those who speak only ethic or local language, the 

interview is carried out with interpretational assistance from village head and village 
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health volunteer. Observation form is used as a check list for each individual person, 

to observe environmental setting of their house as well as their water sources.  

3.1.7. Data analysis 

For data analysis, Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS) Software 

Version 17.0 is used. Followings were the statistics in use: 

Descriptive statistics: The socio-demographic characteristics and general information 

is presented by frequency, percentage, mean and standard deviation. 

Inferential statistics: the relationship between the independent variables and the 

dependent variable is analyzed by using binary logistic regression. Then all variables 

of interest were evaluated in a final multivariable model, all variables that p value less 

than 0.15 were taken into account for this model and then reported as an odds ratio 

(OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and p-value less than 0.05 will be set for 

statistical significant level. 

 The answer of participants were weighed, 1 score for right answer and 0 for 

wrong answer. Then the knowledge scores were computed in percentage in each 

aspect of knowledge for instance general knowledge about anthrax consists of four 

questions, knowledge about mode of transmission way consists of six questions, 

knowledge about symptoms consists of eleven questions and knowledge about 

prevention consists of eight questions. Knowledge level of each aspect was classified 

into three levels as following. 

Table 4: Classification levels of knowledge of cases and controls 

Scores Descriptions  

<60% 

60-80% 

81-100% 

Low level 

Moderate level 

High level 

 

 In the part of practices which consist of eight questions that ask about what 

did they do if there is cattle died in your household, based on their answers, 1 score 

for good practice and 0 for risk practice. Total score were computed in percentage and 

classified as following table. 
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Table 5: Classification of practice of cases and controls. 

Scores Descriptions 

<60% 

60-80% 

81-100% 

High risk practice 

Moderate risk practice 

Good practice  

 

 

3.1.8. Ethical Consideration 

Before conducting the study, the proposal and research instrument is reviewed 

by the National Ethics Committee for Health Research (NECHR) of Lao PDR and 

approved on 29 March 2012, approval number 038/NECHR to ensure that the 

questionnaire does not consist of any sensitive issue which is ethically incorrect. 

Before administrating the questionnaires, all the participants are adequately informed 

about objective, method and benefits of the study, the confidentiality of their 

information was ensured and data is strictly used only for the study purposes 

mentioned in consent form.  The participants provided informed consent form and 

have provided their signature of agreement and allow the team to interview them.  

 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This study was conducted to identify risk factors associated with human 

anthrax in villagers in Salavan district, Salavan province, Lao PDR. Social 

demographic, knowledge and practice, and environmental factors were taken into 

account of this study which is case-control study design.  

Face to face interview was conducted to collect data, as well as an observation 

form was administered to collect the finding about environment setting surround the 

house of each individual participants.  

138 participants, who were reported in the national surveillance system in 

2009 to 2011, were defined as cases and 276 of non-cases are control group from the 

calculation ratio of 1:2 ratio. All 414 participants were included in this study, and data 

was collected during 6-24 March 2012.   

The data were computerized and analyzed by using SPSS version 17. The 

result of this study will be presented as following. 

 Socio-demographic characteristics of the cases and controls  

 Knowledge about anthrax of both cases and control group. 

 Practice before and after the outbreak of the cases and controls 

 The multivariable logistic regression model was used for analyzing the 

risk factors associated with human anthrax cases. 

4.1. Socio-demographic characteristics of the cases and controls 

The socio-demographics characteristics of all participants in this study are 

given in the table 6. Majority of cases were female or about 58.7% and approximately 

59% of control were male (OR 2.05, 95% CI 1.35 to 3.10). The mean (± SD) age of 

cases was 32.91 (±17.09) and 38.38 (±16.33) years for the controls (OR 0.98, 95% CI 

0.96 to 0.99).  54 % of the cases believe in Ghost, 44% are Buddhism and 0.8% is 

Christian while the majority of the controls are Buddhism (68.1%) and followed by 

Ghost (31.5%) and Christian (0.4%) respectively. However, this variable was 

categorized into two levels such as Buddhism and non Buddhism (Ghost + Christian) 
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as show in the table. Compared to Buddhism participants OR of people who are non 

Buddhism is 2.61, 95% CI 1.72 to 3.98. Most of cases and controls went to primary 

school, 47.1% and 52.1% respectively, around 30% of both cases and control did not 

go to school, and found that not many of them went to high school and higher. Main 

job of participants are farmers 79% of the cases and 91.3% of the controls. The mean 

(±SD) income of cases is 8.2 (±6.5) million LAK and 7.5(±6.4) million LAK for the 

controls. 

Table 6: Socio-demographic characteristics of Cases and Controls 

Characteristics 

Number (percentage) 

Odds 

ratio 

95% CI p value 

Case Control Lower 

     

Upper 

 Age 

  

0.98 0.96 0.99 0.002 

Range 3 – 73 1 – 80         

Mean±SD  32.91±17.09 38.38±16.33         

Sex 

      Male 57 (41.3) 163 (59.0) 2.05 1.35 3.10 0.001 

Female* 81 (58.7) 113 (41.0) 1 1 1 1 

Religion 

      Buddhism* 62 (44.9) 188 (68.1) 1 1 1 1 

Non Buddhism 76 (55.1) 88   (31.9) 2.61 1.72 3.98   <0.001 

Education 

     

0.56 

Didn't go to school* 42 (30.4) 83  (30.1) 1 1 1 1 

Primary 65 (47.1) 144 (52.1) 0.89 0.55 1.43 0.63 

Secondary 22 (16) 31 (11.2) 1.40 0.72 2.71 0.31 

High school and higher 9   (6.5) 18 (6.5) 0.98 0.40 2.38 0.97 

Occupation 

     

  

Farmer* 109 (79) 252 (91.3) 1 1 1 1 

Non farmer 29 (21) 24 (8.7) 2.79 1.55 5.01 0.001 

Income 

  

1 1 1.03 0.121 

Range 0.8M*-30M* 0.7M*-4.2M* 

    Mean ± SD 8.2M*±6.5M* 7.5M*±6.4M* 

          *Reference group, are for categorical data not for continuous data. 

        M = Million LAK (Lao Kip). 

        Exchange Rate: 1 USD = 8,000LAK 
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4.2 Current and past practices of the cases and controls. 

  The practices of both cases and control groups are calculated in percentage as 

showed in table 8. Based on the result found that the mean practice scores of both 

cases and controls have been increased from 27.65% to 78.08% in the cases and from 

42.26% to 76.15% in the controls if compared to the past (before the outbreak 

occurred). The past practice level of the cases is very low as most of them (94.2%) are 

at risk level while the control have 66.67% who were in risk practices level. We found 

that the past practice is associated positively with human anthrax infection, the group 

of risk practice with OR 14.13 (95% CI 3.35 to 59.5) and moderate risk practice with 

OR 2.3 (95% CI 0.442 to 12.04) compared to the group of good practice. 

Table 7: Current and past practices of Cases and Controls  

 

Number (percentage) Odds 

ratio 

95% CI p value 

Characteristics Case control Lower Upper 

 Current practice score 

 

1.006 0.994 1.017 0.32 

Range 12.5-100 0-100 

    Mean 78.08±18.30 76.15±19.09 

    Past practice score   0.975 0.965 0.984 <0.001 

Range 0-90.90 0-100 

    Mean 27.65±17 42.26±28.44 

    current practice 

    

0.53 

81-100%* 68 (49.28) 120 (43.48) 1 1 1 1 

60-80% 58 (42.03) 128 (46.38) 0.8 0.52 1.229 0.3 

<60% 12 (8.70) 28 (10.14) 0.756 0.361 1.583 0.45 

past practice          <0.001 

81-100%* 2 (1.45) 40 (14.49) 1 1 1 1 

60-80% 6 (4.35) 52 (18.84) 2.3 0.442 12.04 0.32 

<60% 130 (94.2) 184 (66.67) 14.13 3.35 59.5 <0.001 

*Reference group, are for categorical data not for continuous data. 
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The following table showed detail of current practices of both groups, the 

result shown that there is no variable which was associated significantly with human 

anthrax with p value of less than 0.05  

 
Table 8: Current practices of both cases and controls   

Characteristics 

Number (percentage) Odds 

ratio 

95% CI p 

value Case control Lower Upper 

Butchering 

      Yes 8 (5.7%) 26 (9.4%) 0.592 0.26 1.34 0.21 

No* 130 (94.2%) 250 (90.6%) 1 1 1 1 

Cut and Sale to others   

    Yes 8 (5.8%) 24 (8.7%) 0.64 0.28 1.47 0.3 

No* 130 (94.2%) 252 (91.3%) 1 1 1 1 

Leave carcass in forest or stream   

    Yes 25 (18.1%) 33 (12%) 1.62 0.92 2.86 0.09 

No* 113 (81.9%) 243 (88%) 1 1 1 1 

Dig hole and bury carcass   

    Yes 125 (90.6%) 231 (83.7%) 1 1 1 1 

No* 13 (9.4%) 45 (16.3%) 0.53 2.77 1.02 0.06 

Dry meat     

    Yes 15 (10.9%) 33 (12%) 0.89 0.47 1.71 0.74 

No* 123 (89.1%) 143 (88%) 1 1 1 1 

Keep its skin to make drum 

     Yes 6 (4.3%) 12 (4.3%) 1 0.36 2.72 1 

No* 132 (95.7%) 264 (96.7%) 1 1 1 1 

Contact or handling carcass 

     Yes 81 (58.7%) 163 (59.1%) 0.98 0.65 1.49 0.94 

No* 57 (41.1%) 113 (40.9%) 1 1 1 1 

Main cook of the family    

    Yes 85 (61.6%) 195 (70.7%) 0.66 0.43 1.02 0.06 

No* 53 (38.4%) 81 (29.3%) 1 1 1 1 

*Reference group  
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The past practices were analyzed and shown in table 9. There are eight 

variables in this part; six of them were associated positively with human anthrax for 

instance Butchering carcass, found that people who did have higher risk than people 

how did not slaughter carcass as OR 8.25 with 95 % CI between 3.87 and 17.59. 

Cutting meat of dead cattle also associated with anthrax infection as OR of people 

who did is 6.35 compared to people who did not cut with 95% CI excluded 1 (3.27 to 

12.34). People who did leave carcass in forest or stream had higher risk than people 

who did not as OR 2.17 and 95% CI 1.32 to 3.58. People who dried meat of dead 

carcass had higher risk than people did not as OR of 5.37 and 95% CI 2.88 to 10.01. 

Contacting or handling carcass associated with anthrax infection, people who did had 

higher risk than people who did not as OR 2 and 95% CI 1.18 to 3.39. Being main 

cook of the family associated with anthrax infection as OR 0.63 and 95% CI 0.41 to 

0.97. Digging hole to bury carcass also associated negatively with anthrax infection, 

people who did not bury carcass had higher risk than people who did, OR 5.13 and 

95% CI 2.63 to 10.01. OR of people who keep skin of cattle for making drum was 0.9 

compared to people who did and 95% CI 0.59 to 1.39, however it is not statistical 

significant as p value >0.05. Detail of the part of past practices was shown in the 

following table.  
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Table 9: Past practices of both cases and controls 

 

Characteristics 

Number (percentage) Odds 

ratio 

95% CI 

p value Case control Lower Upper 

Butcher     

    Yes 130 (94.2%) 183 (66.3%) 8.25 3.87 17.59 <0.001 

No* 8 (5.8%) 93 (33.7%) 1 1 1 1 

Cut and Sell to others   

    Yes 127 (92%) 178 (64.5%) 6.35 3.274 12.34 <0.001 

No* 11 (8%) 98 (35.5%) 1 1 1 1 

Leave carcass in forest or stream   

    Yes 38 (27.5%) 41 (14.9%) 2.17 1.32 3.58 0.002 

No* 100 (72.5) 235 (85.1%) 1 1 1 1 

Dig hole and bury carcass   

    Yes 11 (8%) 85 (30.8%) 0.19 0.10 0.37 <0.001 

No* 127 (92%) 191 (69.2% 1 1 1 1 

Dry meat     

    Yes 125 (90.6%) 177 (64.1%) 5.37 2.88 10.01 <0.001 

No* 13 (9.4%) 99 (35.9%) 1 1 1 1 

Keep its skin to make drum 

     Yes 47 (34.1%) 100 (36.2%) 0.9 0.59 1.39 0.66 

No* 91 (65.9%) 176 (63.8%) 1 1 1 1 

Contact or handling carcass   

    Yes 116 (84.1%) 200 (27.5%) 2 1.18 3.39 0.01 

No* 22 (15.9%) 76 (27.5%) 1 1 1 1 

Main cook of the family    

    Yes 85 (61.6%) 198 (71.7%) 0.63 0.41 0.97 0.03 

No* 53 (38.4%) 78 (28.3%) 1 1 1 1 

*Reference group  
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4.3 Environmental related factors 

 The result of environmental setting analysis is presented in table 11. The mean 

number of cow in the group of cases is around 4 cows and around 3 cows per 

household in the group of controls (OR 1.02, 95% CI 0.98 to 1.07). Number of 

buffalo in average of both two groups is the same (OR 1, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.10) and 

there are few goats in both groups, less than one goat per household in average (OR 

0.86, 95% CI 0.65 to 1.14) as well as number of pig, less than 2 pigs per household in 

both group (OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.08). the result showed that 73.19% of cases 

owned animal deaths during the event occurred, while 66.3% of the controls also 

experienced animal of the household dead too (OR 1.39, 95% CI 0.88 to 2.18).  

6.52% of the cases and 9.68% of the control reported that there was flooding in the 

area of their houses (OR 0.64, 95% CI 0.29 to 1.41). From the observation found that 

there are 84.06% of cases‟ houses and 70.65% of controls‟ houses had animals on 

yard or surround their houses (OR 2.19 95% CI 1.3 to 3.70). Animal stool was 

observed, at the places of cases more than the place of controls, around 71.01 % of 

cases and 57.97% of controls that animal stool found surrounded their house (OR 

1.78, 95% CI 1.15 to 2.75). Around 60.87% of cases and 23.55% of the controls have 

corral or place for their animals nearby their houses (OR 5.20, 95%CI 3.35 to 8.10). 

The distance from their house to their corrals or places for animal is around 21.08 

meters in average for the cases and 15.80 meters for the controls‟ household. 95.3% 

of the cases and 64.6% of the controls have dirty corral, very few cases have clean 

corral (4.71%) while 35.38% of controls have clean corral, compared to participants 

who have clean corral, participants who have dirty corral are more likely to get 

infected with OR 11.50 (95% CI 3.72 to 35.51). All participants drink water from 

different source from their animals and there is only one person in the group of cases 

and controls who take a bath at stream nearby village where is the place that animals 

also used.    
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Table 10: Environmental related factors.  

Characteristics Number (percentage) Odds 

ratio 

95% CI p value 

 

Case control Lower Upper 

 Animal 

      Cow     1.02 0.98 1.07 0.28 

 Range 0-30 0-30 

    Mean ± SD 3.48 ± 5.25 2.95 ± 4.32 

    Buffalo  

  

1.00 0.91 1.10 0.94 

Range 0 - 10 0 - 20 

    Mean ± SD 1.12 ± 2.12 1.11 ± 2.16 

    Goat 

  

0.86 0.65 1.14 0.30 

Range 0 - 6 0 - 12 

    Mean ± SD 0.8 ± 0.662 0.2 ± 1.14 

    Pig 

  

0.99 0.91 1.08 0.75 

Range 0 - 13 0 - 15 

    Mean ± SD 1.38 ± 2.30 1.46 ± 2.49 

    Animal death 

      Never * 37 (26.81) 93 (33.70) 1 1 1 1 

Used to 101 (73.19) 183 (66.30) 1.39 0.88 2.18 0.16 

Flooding 

      Never * 129 (93.48) 249 (90.22) 1 1 1 1 

Used to 9 (6.52) 27 (9.78) 0.64 0.29 1.41 0.27 

Observed animal     

    Yes 116 (84.06) 195 (70.65) 2.19 1.30 3.70 0.003 

No* 22 (15.94) 81 (29.35) 1 1 1 1 

Animal stool     1.78 1.15 2.75 0.01 

Yes 98 (71.01) 160 (57.97) 

    No* 40 (28.99) 116 (42.03) 

    Corral     

    No* 54 (39.13) 211 (76.45) 1 1 1 1 

Yes 84 (60.87) 65 (23.55) 5.20 3.35 8.10 <0.001 

Distance   

 

1.00 0.99 1.01 0.421 

Range 0-300 0-100 

    Mean (±SD) 21.08(±48.34) 15.80(±16.38) 

    Corral state       

  

  

Clean* 4 (4.7) 23 (35.4) 1 1 1 1 

Dirty 81 (95.3) 42 (64.6) 11.08 3.59 34.16 <0.001 

*Reference group, are for categorical data not for continuous data 
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4.4 Multivariable logistic regression analysis    

There were 15 variables were included in this analysis as they have p value 

less than 0.15 such as five socio-demographic factors (age, gender, religion, 

occupation and income), seven past practices (butchering, cutting, leaving carcass, 

digging hole and bury carcass, contacting and handling and being the main cook of 

the family), and three factors related to environmental aspect (animal observed, 

animal stool surround their houses and state of corral of places for keeping animal). 

These 15 variables were included in the first model and found that seven of them had 

p value less than 0.15. Then those seven variables were included in the final model 

and this time the result shown that four variables namely religion, occupation, leaving 

carcass and state of corral associated positively with human anthrax,  Non Buddhism 

was more likely to get infected compared to Buddhism (OR 2.91, 95%CI 1.73-4.87). 

Leaving carcass in the forest became less risk as OR 3.33, 95%CI 1.78-6.23. Having 

dirty corral was associated with anthrax infection (OR 11.37, 95% CI 6.10-21.18). 

Occupation also associated with anthrax infection, non farmers were more likely to 

get infected compared to farmers (OR 2.89, 95% CI 1.35-6.20). 

Table 11: Final model of multivariable logistic regression. 

Characteristics Odds ratio p value 

95% CI 

Lower Upper 

Age 0.99 0.20 0.97 1.00 

Religion 2.91 <0.001 1.73 4.87 

Occupation 2.89 0.006 1.35 6.20 

Leave carcass in the forest 3.33 <0.001 1.78 6.23 

Animals observed 1.97 0.93 0.89 4.39 

Animal stool 0.57 0.13 0.27 1.19 

Corral state   <0.001 

  clean corral 0.78 0.69 0.23 2.64 

Dirty corral 11.37 <0.001 6.10 21.18 
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4.5 Knowledge about anthrax 

The result of knowledge about anthrax of the cases and controls are showed in 

table 7. Most of the cases have heard about anthrax or about 81.88 % of them and also 

73.91% of controls as well (OR 0.62, 95% CI 0.37 to 1.04). 78.76% of cases who 

have heard about anthrax from health care staff or health personnel but only 34.80% 

of the controls who have heard about anthrax from health care staff (OR 6.94, 95% IC 

4.06 to 11.86). 26.09% of the cases and 21.01% of the controls have never seen the 

IEC (Information Education Communication) materials (OR 0.75, 95% CI 0.46 to 

1.21).  In general, the cases have higher mean score of general knowledge about 

anthrax compared to the controls, 88.0% and 65.1% respectively and if classified by 

levels, we found that 76.81% of cases have high levels of knowledge in this aspect 

while 56.52 % of the controls were in this level but 35.87% of the controls have low 

knowledge about anthrax and only 10.14% of the cases were in this level. For the 

knowledge about mode of transmission, the mean score of the cases and the controls 

are 58.9% and 41.25% respectively, more than half of the controls were in low level 

(compared to the group low level of knowledge group, OR of high level group is 7.57, 

95% CI 3.74 to 15.30 and OR of moderate level group is 3.01, 95% CI 1.89 to 4.80). 

Knowledge in the aspect of symptoms, mean score of this aspect is 50.54% for the 

cases and 41.98% for the controls. More than half of both group had low level of 

knowledge in this aspect, 69.57% of the cases and 67.39% of the control (OR of high 

and moderate levels are 1.07 (95% CI 0.47 to 2.42) and 0.86 (95% CI 0.53 to 1.39) 

respectively compared to participant who are in low level group. In the aspect of 

prevention, mean score of the cases is 61.05 % and 51.9% for the controls. Majority 

of both group are in moderate knowledge, around 46.38% of the cases and 42.39% of 

the controls, OR of the moderate knowledge group is 1.58 (95% CI 0.99 to 2.54) and 

OR of the high knowledge group is 2.29 (95% CI 1.28 to 4.07) compared to the low 

knowledge group. 
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Table 12: Knowledge about anthrax of Cases and controls 

Characteristics 

Number (percentage) Odds 

ratio 

95% CI p value 

Case control Lower Upper 

 Have heard about anthrax 

     Used to* 113 (81.88) 204 (73.91) 1 1 1 1 

Never 25 (18.12) 72 (26.09) 0.62 0.37 1.04 0.73 

Source of information about anthrax     

    Others* 24 (21.24) 133 (65.20) 1 1 1 1 

HC staff 89 (78.76) 71 (34.80) 6.94 4.06 11.86 <0.001 

Have ever seen IEC material 

     Used to* 36 (26.09) 58 (21.01) 1 1 1 1 

Never 102 (73.91) 218 (78.99) 0.75 0.46 1.21 0.246 

General knowledge           <0.001 

81-100% 106 (76.81) 156 (56.52) 4.80 2.60 8.85 <0.001 

60-80% 18 (13.04) 21 (7.61) 6.06 2.61 14.07 <0.001 

<60%* 14 (10.14) 99 (35.87) 1 1 1 1 

Knowledge about transmission         <0.001 

81-100% 29 (21.01) 16 (5.80) 7.57 3.74 15.30 <0.001 

60-80% 70 (50.72) 97 (35.14) 3.01 1.89 4.80 <0.001 

<60%* 39 (28.26) 163 (59.06) 1 1 1 1 

Knowledge about symptoms 

    

0.802 

81-100% 10 (7.25) 18 (6.52) 1.07 0.47 2.42 0.859 

60-80% 32 (23.19) 72 (26.09) 0.86 0.53 1.39 0.545 

<60%* 96 (69.57) 186 (67.39) 1 1 1 1 

Knowledge about prevention Cat.         0.015 

81-100% 34 (24.64) 43 (15.58) 2.29 1.28 4.07 0.005 

60-80% 64 (46.38) 117 (42.39) 1.58 0.990 2.54 0.055 

<60%* 40 (28.99) 116 (42.03) 1 1 1 1 

*Reference group, are for categorical data not for continuous data. 

 

 

 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

5.1. Discussion 

5.1.1. Socio-demographic characteristics 

Overall socio-demographics characteristics associated with anthrax infection 

as showed in table 6. An interesting characteristic is gender; found that male is more 

likely to get infected than female with OR 2.05 and 95%CI excluded 1. This finding 

sounds realistic as in Lao culture, male is responsible for Butchering carcass not 

female and generally, male like eating raw or unwell cooked meat during their 

Butchering and cutting meat. Religion also play a role for anthrax infection, we can 

see that participants who believe in ghost is more likely to get anthrax infection with 

OR 2.61 (95% CI 1.71 to 3.98), in Lao PDR, people who believed in ghost are most 

LaoTherng, a big ethnic group of Lao, these people have traditional practice called 

healing ceremony, during this ceremony, many cattle were killed for human consume 

careless they are sick or healthy cattle. This situation related to the real outbreak 

events that people get sick after ceremonies or festivals. The finding about the 

characteristic of sex is consistence with a survey conducted in 2008 by FET student, 

in Bachieng district, Champasak province. (Khamphaphongphan and Denny, 2008) 

that anthrax human cases could find in both male and female but more in male with 

relation with practice.       

This study included children under the age of twelve and interview their 

parents or guardians as representative, there were 28 children included. A previous 

case-control study was done in Zimbabwe did excluded children under twelve years 

old in their study as children might not answer questions properly (Gombe, 2006)  

5.1.2.Knowledge about anthrax of cases and controls 

 In this part, we found that cases have higher knowledge than control, therefore 

there is negative association between these factors and anthrax infection, the reason is 

knowledge came after the event occurred, when the outbreak investigation team went 

to the field, one task of the team is health education and the cases were the most 
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targeted, that is a reason why cases have higher knowledge because they received 

information directly from health care staff while some of non cases heard about 

anthrax from non health staff which might cause misunderstanding about the disease. 

Another reason was the cases experienced with anthrax themselves therefore they are 

knowledgeable about anthrax. Compared to a study done by FET trainees in 2010, 

their finding shown that less than 30% of clinicians know symptoms of human 

anthrax and 70% of them think that anthrax is only occur in animals (Singhalath and 

Vilasone, 2010). 

 Even the finding from this study shown that most of villagers have moderate 

to high level knowledge about anthrax, but some of them had no idea about anthrax as 

shown that there were 96 participants (23.2%) of this study got zero score in the part 

of general knowledge. A hundred people (24.2%) of them got zero score in the part of 

transmission ways. Around 73 people got zero score in the part of symptoms and 

prevention. This finding might reflect to the effectiveness of health education done in 

the past, even they were in same affected area but seems they were not exposed to 

information  although many activities related to community awareness was done 

before. 

5.1.3. Current and past practices of cases and controls 

 Practice is key important factor of anthrax infection, as show in table 7 that 

people who have low practice score or risk practice group are more likely to get 

infected with OR 14.13, 95%CI 3.35 to 59.5 which was very high. The table showed 

overall practices both current and past practice of the participants. Current practice 

was not associated with anthrax infection and those current practices came after the 

event occurred. The result shown that there was improvement on practices of 

participants, the result showed that their current practice score is higher than before in 

both groups. From 27.65 (±17) to 78.08 (±18.30) in cases. In controls is from 

42.26(±28.44) to 76.15(±19.09). It found that practice level in both groups is same.  

 In the part of past practices, there were seven out of eight variables associated 

with human anthrax namely butchering carcass, cutting and sell to others, leaving 

carcass in forest or nearby stream, digging hole and bury carcass, dry meat of carcass, 

contacting and handling carcass, being main cook of the family. This finding is 
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similar to a study done in 2008 after an anthrax outbreak in Kenglai village, Bachieng 

district, Champasak province, Lao PDR that practices associate with anthrax infection 

such as butchering dead cow, contact and handling cow product all were risk factors. 

(Khamphaphongphan and Denny, 2008). An other study done in Kazakhstan 

(restrospective cohort study), this study found that slaughtering animals (RR=8.3; 

95%CI 4.8-14.4), butchering (RR=7.7; 95%CI 4.4-13.4) are main risk factors of 

anthrax infection in human with p value less than 0.001 for each variable ( Woods et 

al, 2004). 

 Being main cook of the family associated nagatively with anthrax infection as 

OR 0.63 and 95% CI 0.41 to 0.97. Cooking practice is a chance to expose to infected 

meat as persons had to touch the meat, but the result shown that people who cook 

would have less risk than people who don‟t. However, person who cook might have 

less amount of exposure as they cook little amount of meat. There might have a 

possible confouder such as having cut on hands which this study did not look at this 

problem as showed in the mentioned study that having cuts on hands (RR=4.2; 95% 

CI 1.9-9.0) are main risk factors of anthrax infection in human with P value less than 

0.001 for each variable ( Woods et al, 2004).   

5.1.4 Environmental related factors 

In this study, the results shown that environmental factors are associated with 

anthrax infection as show in table 10. Observed animals presented surround their 

houses is one associated factor for anthrax infection with OR of 2.19, 95% CI 1.30 to 

3.70. This means that there is exposure when people live together with animals, there 

is possibility to expose or contact with contaminated animals and contaminated 

surface as we know that human get infected from animals.     

Observation of animal stool aim to indentify if there is association between 

this kind of exposure and the outcome or anthrax infection and found that having 

animal stool near their houses is more likely to get infected by anthrax with OR of 

1.78, 95% CI 1.15 to 2.75. At this point, the household where there is no animals 

surround their houses, animal stool also presented because some of participants 

worked on collecting stool cow and buffalo for selling, those animal stool were keep 
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nearby or under their houses. The situation shown that people were at risk to expose 

to the disease. 

Having corrals or places for keeping animals were taking into account to 

indentify environmental factors as well, the result shown that this is one significant 

associated factor for anthrax infection as shown in the table of environmental related 

factors that OR as high as 5.20 and 95% CI 3.35 to 8.10. At this point of view, it is 

applicable that those who do not have animals they would not have places or corral 

for keeping animals and corral are often nearby or under their houses, however, 

distance from house to corral have been observed as well, the analysis shown that 

there is no association between distance from house to corral with OR of 1 and 95% 

CI include 1 (0.99 to 1.01). Another possible risk was cleaning of corral, compared to 

household where there is clean corral; households where there is dirty corral are more 

likely to get infected with high OR of 11.08 and 95% CI 3.59 to 34.16. This result is 

consistence with one study was done in Saskatchewan, Canada in 2006 (Tasha, 

Cheryl and Connie, 2010) that wetter pasture is risk factor in animal anthrax which is 

feasible that when pasture is wet the area become dirty, which provide good condition 

for anthrax bacillus to grow well in the environment. However this study in Canada 

found that animal density is one risk factors for animal anthrax (which is risk factor 

for human), but this time in Salavan the result showed that number of animals was not 

associated with human anthrax. 

A Case-control study conducted in Zimbabwe on risk factors for contracting 

anthrax found that belonging to a household with cattle death is one risk factor and 

significantly associated human anthrax (OR=9.7, 95%CI 2.9-33) (Gombe et al, 2010). 

Compared to this study, owning dead cattle associated with anthrax infection, OR 

1.38 but it‟s not statistical significant as 95%CI 0.88-2.18. this finding related the 

situation, in the community if there is cattle dead, people from different household 

would come and help on butchering therefore there is not much difference between 

people who owned dead cattle and people who did not.  
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5.1.5 Multivariable analysis 

There were 15 variables were included in this analysis as they have p value 

less than 0.15 such as five socio-demographic factors (age, sex, religion, occupation 

and income), seven past practices (Butchering, cutting, leaving carcass, digging hole 

and bury carcass, contacting and handling and being the main cook of the family), and 

three factors related to environmental aspect (animal observed, animal stool surround 

their houses and state of corral of places for keeping animal).  

The stage of multivariable logistic analysis did not include knowledge part 

since knowledge came after event occurred, as well as current practices were also 

excluded based on time line, current practices did not cause any event in the past.   

In the final model the result shown that four variables namely religion, 

occupation, leaving carcass and state of corral associated positively with human 

anthrax with p value less than 0.05. This happened, when we look only one problem 

we could find that it associated with the outcome, but in the real world there always 

have combination with others factors which play role in different way to anthrax 

infection, in this finding, all four variable became very significant as p value <0.001 

except occupation which shown p value of 0.006 but still significant. The final model 

shown that having dirty corral is very risky as AOR 11.37 and p value <0.001. In this 

situation, if people have dirty corral they might have more chance to expose to germs 

since corral could be a suitable reservoir for anthracic which can survive in soil for 

decades (Peter Turnbull, Anthrax in humans and animals 4
th

 edition, (Geniva: WHO 

press, 2008). Page 15.) 

5.2. Limitation 

 This study conducted in only specific villages however, it covered wide area, 

seventeen out of nineteen affected villages.  The cases were included the reported 

cases from 2009 to 2012, people have been changing the  practice day by day and 

could lead to possible confounding that might occurred in timeline, therefore 

questions about part practice were added, these questions asked about their practice in 

2009 or before the outbreak occurred in order to compare their current and recent 

practices and help the analysis become more accurate, moreover, sample size was big 
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if compared with other studies done in the past, and also covered almost all affected 

villages in that province. These points strengthened this study to be more realizable as 

it could present bigger picture of situation in Salavan province. 

Children under 12 were included in this study as well, but did not focus more 

on risk factors in children as we could see that part of practices which are not 

common in children to that, therefore the result could not present clear picture among 

this group. 

Environmental conditions are current situation which might be different from 

the past, however, it is all available information we could get and used instead of 

environmental conditions in the part. A change in number of animal that people have 

or raise had been decreased compared to the past (before the outbreak). Observation 

form is not cover all aspect of environmental factors for instance temperature, 

weather, humidity, PH of soil, dusty soil because the observation form only consist of 

other characteristics that can be observed for instance animals surround the house, 

place where people keep animals-the buffalo corral, water source that people use. 

Cases of this study are not laboratory confirmed cases; however all of cases were 

diagnosed by clinicians. Most of villagers in that village work on agricultural field; 

they leave home early and come back in the evening. Therefore some participants 

were interviewed in the evening.  

5.3. Conclusion and suggestion for further studies 

The study of associated Environmental Factors, Knowledge and Practices 

Regarding to Anthrax Infection in Human in Salavan District, Salavan Province, Lao 

PDR could be concluded that interviewing of 138 cases and 276 controls was done by 

face to face interview. Socio-demographic characteristics are associated factors to 

human anthrax such as religion (non Buddhism) AOR 2.91, 95% CI 1.73-4.87. as 

well as occupation (non farmer) with AOR 2.89, 95% CI 1.35-6.20. Leaving carcass 

is a risk factor for anthrax infection, AOR 3.33 95% CI 1.78 to 6.23. Another risk 

factor is environmental condition; found that having dirty corral presented higher risk 

with OR 11.28, 95% CI 6.06-21.  
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The result from this study provided useful information which could help 

decision makers understand more about characteristics of people in that area as well 

as environment factors associated with anthrax infection in humans, then decision on 

control measure should be appropriated with specific group and area. In addition, 

attention from animal and human health sectors should be increased and work 

collaboratively for effective outcome.  

Community awareness should be considered as we found that even they were 

in the same affected areas but many of them have never heard about anthrax and 

confused with some other diseases such as dengue, food mouth disease in cattle; some 

believe that cause by their blood itself. All misunderstanding should be clarified. 

Policy makers should pay more attention improving public health particularly in 

people in affective areas. Any measure should fit in specify group of people. 

Further researches should be continued to indentify other environmental 

factors, identifying anthrax contamination in water and soil should be considered for 

future research as B. anthracis able to live in soil for decades.        
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APPENDIX A 

Information sheet 

 

1. Topic 

Associated environmental factors, Knowledge and Practices regarding to Anthrax 

infection in human in Salavan district, Salavan province, Lao PDR.  

Case-Control Study 

2. Researcher  

The study is conducted by Ms Phetdavanh LEUANGVILAY, MD 

MPH (Master of Public Health) student of the College of Public Health Sciences, 

Chulalongkorn University 

 

Advisor 

Dr Wattasit SIRIWONG, PhD. 

Contact address 

College of Public Health Sciences, Chulalongkorn University 10-11th Fl., 

Institute Building 3, Soi Chulalongkorn 62 Phyathai Rd., Bangkok 10330 

Contact number: +66 2 218 8231 (direct) Fax :  +66 2 255 6046 

Cell +66 (0) 8 1855 8502  

E-mail: wattasit.s@chula.ac.th 

  

3. Rational, Background and Objective 

3.1. Rational and Background  

Anthrax is a zoonotic disease caused by spore-forming bacteria Bacillus 

anthracis, The  name  of  the  bacteria is  from  the Greek word for „coal‟,  

because  of  the ulcers with  dark  centers  that  develop  on the  skin  of  affected  

people. The disease is common in domestic and wild animals for example cattle, 

sheep, goats, camels, antelopes, and other herbivores and as a rare condition in 

humans    

 

In Laos, there are human anthrax cases reported from southern province of Laos. 

The most affected province is Salavan, where there were more than 200 

suspected cases of human anthrax including 11 deaths reported from 2009-2011   

  

3.2. Objective 

To assess environmental factors, knowledge and practice towards anthrax 

infection in human and in villagers of in Salavan distict, Salavan province, Lao 

PDR. The specific objectives are following: 

mailto:wattasit.s@chula.ac.th
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a) To identify environmental factors influencing anthrax infection in human in 

Salavan district, Salavan province. 

b) To indentify association between socio-demographic and anthrax infection in 

human in Salavan district, Salavan province. 

c) To assess knowledge, practice of villagers towards anthrax infection in 

human among villagers Salavan district, Salavan province. 

d) To indentify association between knowledge, practice and anthrax infection in 

human among villagers Salavan district, Salavan province.  

 

4. Methodology 

4.1. Study design 

“Case-Control Study” is used to identify environmental factors, knowledge and 

practice towards anthrax infection in human and in villagers of in Salavan distict, 

Salavan province, Lao PDR. 

Case: 173 anthrax diagnosed cases were reported to the National Center for 

Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE). 

Control: select randomly by using 2:1 ratio; Thus 346 control will be included. 

Therefore, 519 participants will be invited to this study. 

4.2. Study sites 

The study will be conducted in 19 villages of Salavan province namely Kadab, 

Khiangkhong, Naxaykokphao, Saenwangnoi, DongkohNeua, Maisamphan, 

BengOudom, Thameuangkao, Thameuangxe, Nadonkuang, Nakok, Sapon, 

Danyai, Nongbua, Navian, Buang, Nakoisao, Nalad, and Naphengyai. 

  

5. Reason for inviting villagers to participate in the study 

All 19 villages mentioned above are the most affected area, where human anthrax 

cases were reported from year 2009-2011. Therefore the villagers of above 

villages are the most targeted group. 

 

6. Procedure during data collection 

If you are willing to be interviewed, please sign the enclosed informed consent 

form to participate in this study. You will be asked questions about knowledge 

and practices related to human anthrax infection among villagers in Salavan 

district, Salavan province and environmental factors by using observation form. 

The whole interview will take around 30 minutes. 

 

7. Expected outcome 

The results of this study will become an essential data about the people‟s 

specialties and environmental factors influencing anthrax infection in human, for 

the higher management team or policy makers, in order to plan and setup policy to 

control the infection that would fit with the need of the people and situation in the 
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area. Furthermore, this also enforces awareness of related government and public 

sectors, such as human health sectors and animal health sectors. In summary, the 

results of this study will not have a direct or immediate effect to any individual, 

but it will benefits all related sectors/people as a whole. 

 

8. Potential risk to participant 

This study does not impose any risk to participant‟s physical or mental. However, 

participant may feel disturbed or uncomfortable when answering the questions.  

 

9. Precaution taken to reduce negative feeling of participant 

Before the interview, the interviewer will explain the purpose of the study to the 

participant in detail. 

 

10.  Confidentiality of data 

Every data of this study will be protected by the researcher team. All 

questionnaire/Observation forms will be kept in safe folder. The researcher 

ensures that no external party will be able to access it. 

 

11.  Right to withdraw from study 

Participating in this study is totally on a voluntarily basis. The participant may 

decline or withdraw from the study at any time, without losing or paying anything. 

The participants are very welcomed to ask or find out more about this study from 

the researcher. 

 

12.  Contact information of researcher 

Ms Phetdavanh LEUANGVILAY, MPH student  2011, trimester course,  

College of Public Health Sciences,  Chulalongkorn University.  

10-11th Fl., Institute Building 3,  

Soi Chulalongkorn 62 Phyathai Rd., Bangkok 10330 

Tel: +66-08-53405799 

E-mail: sunn263@hotmail.com  

 

      Address in Thailand: 

Room # 904,  Phet Jinda mansion, 988 Rama6 soi 23,       

Rachathewi District, Bangkok 10400, Thailand  Tel:   08-53405799        

 

Address in Laos: 

Phonsinuan village, Sisathanak District, Vietiane Capital 

Tel: +856 20 77817809 

 

mailto:sunn263@hotmail.com
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Consent Form to Participate in Study 
 

 

At: ................................................................ Date: ....................................... 

Sequence number of sample population or participant ...............................  

 

I , as name stated and signed at the end of this document, here by express my 

voluntary and fully consent to participate in the study: 

Research Topic:  Associated environmental factors, Knowledge and Practices 

regarding to Anthrax infection in human in Salavan district, Salavan province, Lao 

PDR. : Case-Control Study 

 

Researcher:  Ms Phetdavanh LEUANGVILAY, MD 

MPH (Master of Public Health) student of the College of Public Health Sciences, 

Chulalongkorn University 

 

I, Mr / Ms  ................................................................................................................................ 

Current address  ............................... village,  .................. district, .............................. province. 

 

I have read and fully understand the information sheet about this research. And I have 

listened to the explaination in detail about purpose, methodology, risk, and benefits 

that will affect me.  

I understand that my personal data will be kept secret, including my name will not be 

disclosed in any case. I will be given a completed copy of this Consent Form. I have 

the right to withdraw from this study at any time without losing anything. 

 

 

 

Researcher‟s signature................................. Participant‟s signature.......................... 

 

Name ...................................................... Name................................................... 

 

 

 

 Witness‟s signature.............................. 

 

 Name.................................................. 
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Àº¡-¡½¦¾-§š -Á¥¤-¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾ 

 

13. §ˆ-Â£¤¡¾£í£¸É¾: 

ຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ ທາຓປູໄ ຖະ ກາຌຎະຉິຍຈັຉທ຺ ໃ ຘ  າຑຌັກຍັກາຌ

ຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺  ໃ ຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຘຎຎ ຖາທ: 

ກາຌຘກຶຘາຍຍງໄບຌນົຄັາກຏຌ຺ແຎນາຽນຈ 

14. °øÉ»ñ®°ò©§º®:  

ກາຌຘກຶຘາ ັໄຄຌ ໄ ໃາຌໝ ຌາຄ ຽຑັຈຈາທຌັ ຽນືົບຄທແິຖ ñ¡-¦ô¡¦¾- ì½©ñ®¯½ìò¨¾-Âê 

©É¾¦¾ê¾ ì½½-¦÷¡-¦¾©, ທິະງາແຖຘາາຖະຌະຘກຸຘາຈ, ´½¹¾-ທິ-ê½¨¾-Äìຖຸາຖຄ຺

ກບຌ ະຽຎັຌຏູໄຽປັຈກາຌຘກຶຘາ ຑາງເຉໄກາຌຆ ໄຌ  າຂບຄບາາຌ ໃ ຎຶກຘາ 

Advisor: 

Dr Wattasit SIRIWONG, PhD. 

Contact address: 

College of Public Health Sciences, Chulalongkorn University 10-11th Fl., 

Institute Building 3, Soi Chulalongkorn 62 Phyathai Rd., Bangkok 10330 

Contact number :+66 2 218 8231 (direct) Fax :  +66 2 255 6046 

Cell +66 (0) 8 1855 8502  

E-mail: wattasit.s@chula.ac.th     

15. À¹©°ö-£¸¾ -́À ñ̄-´¾ -Áì½ ¥÷©¯½¦ö¤: 

À¹©°ö-£¸¾ -́À ñ̄-´¾: 

 ຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າຽຎັຌຑະງາຈ ໃ ຉິຈຉ ໃ າກຘຈັຘູໃຌ຺ ຽຆິໃ ຄຽກ ຈາກຽຆືໄບຍກັຽຉ ຕ  

Bacillus anthracis (spore form). ຑະງາຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທຑຍ຺ແຈໄເຌຘຈັຖໄຼ ຄ ຖະ ຘຈັຎໃາ 

ຽຆັໃ ຌ: ຄທ຺, ທາງ, ກະ, ຍໄ, ບຈູ ຖະ ບືໃ ຌ ຉໃຍ ໃ ໃບງຑຍ຺ເຌຌ຺. ບາກາຌຂບຄ

ຑະງາຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທຓ  3 ຍຍ:ື ບາກາຌາຄຏິທໜຄັ, ບາກາຌາຄຖະຍຍ຺ນາງເ ຖະ 

ບາກາຌາຄຖະຍຍ຺ຖະຖາງ.  

ເຌຎະຽຈຖາທ ຓ ກາຌຖາງຄາຌກ ຖະຌ ຂບຄຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ດູໃຂທຄ

າຄຑາກເຉໄຂບຄຖາທ, ຂທຄ ໃ ຓ  ກາຌຖາງຄາຌກ ຖະຌ ຑະງາຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທນົາງ ໃ ຘຈຸຓ ໃຌ

ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ  ໃ ຓ  ຽຊຄິ 282 ກ ຖະຌ ຘຄ຺ເຘຂບຄຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ, ເຌຌ ໄຖທຓຓ  

11 ກ ຖະຌ  ໃ ຉາງງໄບຌຑະງາຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທຌ ໄ. 
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ຈຸຎະຘຄ຺ 

ຽຑືໃ ບຎະຽຓ ຌຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ ທາຓປູໄ ຖະ ກາຌຎະຉິຍຈັຉທ຺ ໃ

ຘ  າຑຌັກຍັກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺  ໃ ຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ, 

ຘຎຎ ຖາທ. ຽຆິໃ ຄຈຸຎະຘຄ຺ຘະຽຑາະຓ ຈ ັໃຄຉ ໃ ແຎຌ ໄ: 

1. ຽຑືໃ ບຆບກນາຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ  ໃ ຓ  ຏຌ຺ຉ ໃ ກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄ

ຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ ດູໃຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ. 

2. ຽຑືໃ ບຆບກນາຘ  າຑຌັກຌັຖະນທໃາຄຎຈັເຈໄາຌຎະຆາກບຌຘຄັຓ຺ຘາຈ ຖະ ກາຌ

ຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ ດູໃຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ. 

3. ຽຑືໃ ບຎະຽຓ ຌຖະຈຍັທາຓປູໄ ຖະ ກາຌຎະຑຶຈຉຌ຺ຂບຄຎະຆາຆຌ຺ ກໃຼ ທກຍັກາຌ

ຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ ດູໃຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ. 

4. ຽຑືໃ ບຆບກນາຘ  າຑຌັກຌັຖະນທໃາຄຎຈັເຈໄາຌທາຓປູໄ-ກາຌຎະຑຶຈຉທ຺ ຖະ ກາຌ

ຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ ດູໃຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ.  

16.  ທິ ກາຌຘກຶຘາ 

ກາຌບບກຍກາຌຘກຶຘາ 

ຌ  າເຆໄກາຌຘກຶຘາຍຍ “Case control study” ຽຑືໃ ບຆບກນາຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌ

ຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ ທາຓປູໄ ຖະ ກາຌຎະຉິຍຈັຉທ຺ ໃ ຘ  າຑຌັກຍັກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ

ເຌຌ຺  ໃ ຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຘຎຎ ຖາທ. 

ຏູໄຽຂ຺ໄາປ ໃທຓກາຌຘກຶຘາ 

173 ກ ຖະຌ  (Case) ຂບຄຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ  ໃ ຊກືຖາງຄາຌເນໄຘຌູທຽິາະ ຖະ 

ຖະຍາຈທິະງາ າກໜໃທງຄາຌຖະຍາຈທິະງາ, ຑະຌກຘາາຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ  

ກຸໃຓຎຼຍຼຍ(Control) ເຌຘຈັຘໃທຌ 2:1, ຈ ັໃຄຌ ັໄຌກຸໃຓຎຼຍຼຍຄັໝຈ຺ຓ  346 ຌ຺. 

ຈ ັໃຄຌ ັໄຌຏູໄຽຂ຺ໄາປ ໃທຓກາຌຘກຶຘາຄັໝຈ຺ ຓ  519 ຌ຺ 

ຘະຊາຌ ໃ ກາຌຘກຶຘາ  

ກາຌຘກຶຘາະແຈໄຈັຂຶໄຌດູໃເຌ 19 ຍໄາຌ ຂບຄຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ, ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຽຆິໃ ຄຓ  

ຖາງຖະບຼຈຈ ັໃຄຉ ໃ ແຎຌ ໄ:  

ຍໄາຌກະຈຍັ, ຍໄາຌຼຄໄຄ, ຍໄາຌາແຆກກ຺ຑໄາທ, ຍໄາຌຘຌທຄັຌໄບງ, ຍໄາຌຈຄັກະຽໜືບ, ຍໄາຌເ

ໝໃຘ  າຑຌັ, ຍໄາຌຍໃຄບຈຸຓ຺, ຍໄາຌໃາຽຓບືຄຽກ຺ໃ າ, ຍໄາຌໃາຽຓບືຄຽຆ, ຍໄາຌຌາຈບຌຂທາຄ, ຍໄາຌ

ຌາກ, ຍໄາຌຆະຎຌ, ຍໄາຌຈໃາຌເນງໃ, ຍໄາຌ ໜບຄຍທ຺, ຍໄາຌຌາທຼຌ, ຍໄາຌຍໃທຄ, ຍໄາຌຌາ

ຂໄບງຘາທ, ຍໄາຌຌາຖາຈ, ຍໄາຌຌາຑຄເນງໃ  

5. -À¹©°öê† -°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸ -́«õ¡-À§ó-À¢í¾»È¸ -́¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤š:  
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- ຽຂຈ ນືົ ຍໄາຌ ໃ ບາເຘດູໃຌ ໄ ຽຎັຌຽຂຈ ໃ ຽ ງຓ ກາຌຖາງຄາຌ ຂບຄກ ຖະຌ ແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌ

ຌ຺ຓາກໃບຌ ເຌແຖງະຎ  2009 ຽຊຄິຎ  2011 ຘະຌ ັໄຌຽຂຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທຽຎັຌຽຂຈ ໃ ແຈໄປຍັຏຌ຺

ກະຍ຺ຈງກຄ຺າກຑະງາຈຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທ. 

6. ¡¾-¯½ªò®ñ©-ªÒ-°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸ -́¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾: 

«É¾-êÈ¾ ò̈-©ó¦½ ñ́¡-Ã¥-Ã-¡¾-ªº®-£¿-«¾´, ²¸¡-À»ö¾-¥½-Ã¹É-êÈ¾-ìö¤-ì¾ -̈À§ñ-Ã-Ã®-

ò̈-¨º -́À¢í¾»È¸ -́¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾ -Áì½ -Ã¹É-êÈ¾ªº®-£¿-«¾ -́ê†¯½¡º®-©Éທງທາຓປູໄ ຖະ 

ກາຌຎະຉິຍຈັຉທ຺ ໃ ຘ  າຑຌັກຍັກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺  ໃ ຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ 

ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຖະ ກາຌຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓຈໄາຌຍຍຒບຓຘຄັຽກຈກາຌ. 

¡¾-ªº®-£¿-«¾ -́¥½--Ã§É-À¸ì¾-êñ¤-Ïö©-¯½´¾ 30 ¾êó. 

7. £¾©-£½-À-°ö-¯½-°ö-ê†-¥½-Ä©É-»ñ®: 

ຏຌ຺າກກາຌຘກຶຘາ ັໄຄຌ ໄະຘະໜບຄຂ ໄຓຌູ ໃ ຽຎັຌຎະນງຈກໃຂ ັໄຌຽິຄເຌຈໄາຌຖກັຘະຌະຈຸ

ຑິຽຘຈຂບຄຎະຆາຆຌ຺ ຖທຓຄັຎຈັເຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄກຍັກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈ

ແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ ຽຆິໃ ຄະຽບືໄບບ  າຌທງຉ ໃ ກາຌທາຄຏຌ-ຓາຈຉາກາຌທຍຓຸເຌບະຌາຈ຺ 

 ໃ ຈຽໝາະກຍັກຸໃຓຌ຺ ຖະຑືໄຌ ໃ ຌ ັໄຌໂ. ຌບກຌ ໄງຄັຽຎັຌກາຌຘ ຺ໃຄຽຘ ຓທາຓຽບ຺າເເຘໃາກ

ຑາກຘໃທຌ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຽຆັໃ ຌ ໜໃທງຄາຌຘາາຖະຌະຘກຸ ຖະ ກະຘກິ  າບ ກຈໄທງ. ຆຶໃ ຄ

ຈງຖທຓຖທຓຖໄທ ຏຌ຺ກາຌຘຶກະຍ ໃ ຽກ ຈຏຌ຺ຎະນງຈຈງກຄ຺ ນືົ ຌັ ກໃຉທ຺ໃາຌ ຉໃ

ະກາງຽຎັຌຎະນງຈກໃຘໃທຌຖທຓເນໄກໃຑາກຘໃທຌ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄ. 

8. £¸¾ -́¦È¼¤/°ö-¡½êö®-ê†-º¾©-¥½-À¡ó©-¢œªÒ-°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸´: 

¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤™¥½ -®Ò- ó́-£¸¾ -́¦È¼¤©É¾-»È¾¤-¡¾¨ -Áì½ ¥ò©-Ã¥-Á¡È-°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸´. µÈ¾¤-Ã©-

¡Òª¾´ ñ́-º¾©-¦É¾¤-£¸¾ -́ì¿-£¾ -Áì½ ®Ò-¦½©¸¡-¦¾-®¾ -̈Ã--Äì¨½-À¸ì¾ê†ªº®-£¿-«¾ -́

Àê‰¾-̃. 

9. ¡¾- É̄º¤-¡¾ -Áì½ ¡¾-ìö©-°Èº-°ö-¡½êö®-ê† -º¾©-¥½-À¡ó©-¢œªÒ -°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸´:  

¡Èº-¥½-Á¥¡-¨¾ -̈Á®®-¦º®-«¾´, °øÉ-£í£¸É¾-¥½-º½êò-®¾ -̈¥÷©¯½¦ö¤-¢º¤-¡¾-

¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤š -Ã¹É-°øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸ -́»ñ®-³ñ¤-µÈ¾¤-ì½º¼©.  

10. ¡¾-À¡ñ®-»ñ¡¦¾-¢Ó- ǿ-À ñ̄£¸¾ -́ìñ®: 

ê÷¡-¢Ó- ǿ-¢º¤-¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾-¥½-«õ¡-£÷É -́£º¤-Â© -̈êò´¤¾£í£¸É¾- -Áì½ -Á®®-¦º®-«¾ -́

¥½-À¡ñ®-Ä¸É-Ã-Á³ -́Àº¡¦¾-À ñ̄-µÈ¾¤-©ó -Â©¨»ñ®¯½¡ñ-®Ò-Ã¹É-®÷¡£ö-º̂-ê† -®Ò- ó́-¦È¸-¡È¼¸¢Éº¤-

¦¾´¾©-À¢í¾-À«ó¤Ä©É. 

11. ¦ò©-Ã-¡¾-«º-ªö¸-¥¾¡-¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾: 

¡¾-À¢í¾»È¸ -́¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤š -Á È́-®ö-²œ«¾-£¸¾ -́¦½ ñ́¡-Ã¥. °øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸ -́ ó́-¦ò©-ê†-

¥½-¯½ªò-À¦©-Ã-¡¾-ªº®-£¿-«¾´ ¹ìõ «º-ªö¸-¥¾¡-¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾-À´̂º-Ã©-¡Ò-Ä©É-Â© -̈®Ò- ó́-°ö-
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¡½êö®-Ã©Å-ªÒ-°øÈ-À¢í¾»È¸´ -Áì½ °øÉ-À¢í¾»È¸ -́¦¾´¾©-¦º®-«¾ -́¡È¼¸-¡ñ®-¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾š -¥¾¡-

ñ¡£í£¸É¾-Ä©É-ê÷¡-À¸ì¾. 

12. ®Èº-ªò©-ªÒ-²ö¸²ñ-¡ñ®-°øÉ-£í£¸É¾: 

Ms Phetdavanh LEUANGVILAY,  MPH student 2011, trimester course, College of 

Public Health Sciences,  Chulalongkorn University.  

10-11th Fl., Institute Building 3,  

Soi Chulalongkorn 62 Phyathai Rd., Bangkok 10330 

Contact number: +66-08-53405799 

ê†µøÈ-Ã-¯½-Àê©-Äê:    

Room # 904,  Phet Jinda mansion, 988 Rama6 soi 23,       

Rachathewi District, Bangkok 10400, Thailand  Tel:   08-53405799        

 

 ê†µøÈ-Ã-¯½-Àê©-ì¾¸: 

Phonsinuan village, Sisathanak District, Vietiane Capital 

Tel: 856 20 77817809 

E-mail: sunn263@hotmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:sunn263@hotmail.com
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ເຍງຌິງບຓຽຂ຺ໄາປ ໃທຓກາຌຘຶກຘາ 

 ໃ .................................................ທຌັ ...............ຽຈບືຌ................ຎ ........................ 

ຽຖກ ຎະຆາກບຌຉທ຺ດໃາຄ ນືົ ຏູໄຓ  ຘໃທຌປໃທຓເຌກາຌທແິ............................................ 

ຂໄາຑະຽ຺ໄາຆຶໃ ຄແຈໄຖຄ຺ຌາຓໄາງໜຄັຘຌື ໄ ຂ ຘະຈຄທາຓຘະໝກັເ ຖະ ງຌິງບຓຽຂ຺ໄາປ ໃທຓ

ກາຌຘກຶຘາທແິ 

ນທ຺ຍຈ຺ ຺ໄຌທໄາ: “ຎຈັເ ໃ ກ ໃຼ ທຂໄບຄຈໄາຌຘິໃ ຄທຈຖໄບຓ ທາຓປູໄ ຖະ ກາຌຎະຉິຍຈັຉທ຺ ໃ

ຘ  າຑຌັກຍັກາຌຉິຈຽຆືໄບຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺  ໃ ຽຓບືຄຘາຖະທຌັ ຂທຄຘາຖະທຌັ, 

ຘຎຎ ຖາທ: ກາຌຘກຶຘາຍຍງໄບຌນົຄັາກຏຌ຺ແຎນາຽນຈ”  

ຏູໄປຍັຏິຈຆບຍ: ໃາຌໝ  ຌາຄ ຽຑັຈຈາທຌັ ຽນືົບຄທແິຖ ñ¡-¦ô¡¦¾- ì½©ñ®¯½ìò¨າÂê 

©É¾¦¾ê¾ì½½-¦÷¡-¦¾©, ທິະງາແຖຘາາຖະຌະຘກຸຘາຈ, ´½¹¾-ທິ-ê½¨¾-Äìຖຸາຖຄ຺ກບຌ. 

¢É¾²½À¥í¾§ˆ……………………….êÉ¾¸/¾¤............................................................................................. 

®É¾µøÈ¯½¥÷®ñ.............................À ṍº¤...............................Á¢¸¤............................ 

  ¢É¾²½-À¥í¾-Ä©É-ºÈ¾ -Áì½ -À¢í¾-Ã¥ê÷¡-¯½-Â¹ -̈¡-Ã--Àº¡½¦¾£¿-§š -Á¥¤-¡È¼¸-¡ñ®-¡¾-

£í£¸É¾ -Áì½ ²¾¨¹ìñ¤êóúÄ©É³ñ¤¡¾º½êò®¾¨¡ú¼¸¡ñ®¥÷©¯½¦ö¤ -Áì½¸òêó-¡¾£í£¸É¾ 

²Éº -́êñ¤ £¸¾´-¦È¼¤ -Áì½°ö-¯½-Â¹ -̈©ê† -º¾©-¥½-À¡ó©-¢œ¡ñ®-¢É¾²½-À¥í¾-Ã-¡¾-À¢í¾»È¸´-Ã-

¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤ šóû. ¢É¾²½ -À¥í¾-À¢í¾-Ã¥-¸È¾-ê÷¡-¢Ó- ǿ-¥½-«õ¡-»ñ¡¦¾-À ñ̄£¸¾ -́ìñ® ²Éº -́êñ¤§ˆ -¢º¤-

¢É¾²½-À¥í¾¥½-®Ò-«õ¡-À ó̄©-À°ó -̈Ã-ê÷¡Å-¡ðì½ó--Ã©Å. ¢É¾²½-À¥í¾¥½-Ä©É-»ñ®--Àº¡-¦¾-ì¾ -̈À§ñÃ®-

ò̈-¨º -́À¢í¾»È¸ -́Â£¤ ¡¾ -¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤š 1¦½®ñ® -. 

 ¢É¾²½-À¥í¾ ó́-¦ò©-«º-ªö¸-¥¾¡-Â£¤¡¾-¦ô¡¦¾£̃¤š -Ä©É-ê÷¡-À¸ì¾-Â© -̈¥½-®Ò- ó́-°ö-¦½êÉº-

Ã© ªÒ-¡ñ®-¢É¾²½-À¥í¾. 

 

ì¾ -̈À§ñ-ñ¡£í£¸É¾____________________   ì¾ -̈À§ñ-°øÉ-Ã¹É-¢Ó- ǿ____________ 

§ˆ-Á¥É¤:_____________________________    §̂Á¥É¤_____________________  

 

ì¾ -̈À§ñ-²½¨¾____________________     

§ˆ-Á¥É¤___________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

Questionnaire (English Version) 

Code of interviewer : ……….. 

Date of Interview: ………………….                                                    No: ……….  

Group:   □ Case           □ Control 

 

Socio-demographic 

1. Code of interviewee: ……………………………………………………………… 

2. Age of interviewee:  .……… years old. 

3. Sex:       □ Male            □ Female 

4. Religion   

□ Buddhism                             □ Ghost                                      □ Christ      

□ Others (Please specify……………) 

5. Highest Education level of interviewee 

□ Illiterate                                □ Primary                                   □ Secondary                

□ High school                               □ College and higher   

6. What is your occupation? 

□ Farmer                                       □ Raise animal                            □ Teacher      

□ Vender                                       □ Housewife             

□ Other ………………………. (specify) 

7. What is your year income? (in average estimate)   

……………………LAK. 

Knowledge about human anthrax 

8. Have you ever heard about anthrax? 

□ Yes                 □ No                    □ Not sure 

If “Yes”, where did you hear from? ……………………………………………. 

9. Have ever seen poster or pamphlet about human anthrax to people? 

□ Yes                  □ No                    □ Not sure 

If “Yes”, where did you see those poster or pamphlet? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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10. Understanding about anthrax: 

What do you know about anthrax? Yes No 

10.1 Animal disease   ( Most found in cattle )                                                         

10.2 can infect to people    

10.3 will recover without any treatment   

10.4 We can eat meat of carcass even it died from this disease   

 

11. How can people get infected? (check list, mark if the person mentioned) 

These are ways that people get infected Yes No 

11.1 eating infected meat    

11.2 mosquito bite sick animal and then bite people   

11.3 direct contact with skin, hair, meat, bone of infected animal   

11.4 breathing in contaminated air   

11.5 infect from other persons    

11.6 Pets bite (dog or cat bite)    

 

12. What are symptoms of anthrax?  (Checklist) 

12 These are main symptoms of anthrax? Yes No 

12.1 Skin lesion               

12.2 Fever   

12.3 Itchy                        

12.4 Bloodily stool           

12.5 Stomachache   

12.6 Diarrhea   

12.7 Bloody vomiting       

12.8 Chest distress            

12.9 Seizure   

12.10 Insomnia    

12.11 Body pain   

Practices (comparison between situation in the past few years and 2012) 
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13. Do you use mosquito net in your house?                                                             

 □ Yes                           □ No 

- If “No”, Are there other ways to avoid mosquito bite?  

□ Pesticide (mosquito repellant)             □ Smoke from mesocarp part of coconut                                                              

□ Others please specify…………….. 

14. What kind of animals do you have? 

□ Cows…………….(Number) 

□ Buffalo …………. 

□ Goats…………….. 

□ Pigs…………….. 

□ Others………………………(specify) 

15. Have you vaccinated vaccination for preventing anthrax for your cattle? 

□ Yes                         □ No 

What about last three year (2009)? 

 

16. What do you do if there are unusual died of animals (cattle)? 

What do you do if there is unusual died 

of animals 

Past three years Currently (2012) 

Yes No Yes No 

16.1 Slaughter for human consume     

16.2 Cut and sale to other households     

16.3 Dispose the carcass in the nearby 

forest or stream 

    

16.4 Dig hole to bury the carcass     

16.5 Dry meat for long-term keeping                 

16.6 Dry skin for making drum                          

16.7 Do you touch handling or contact 

with carcass?               

    

16.8 You are the one who cook food in 

your family 
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Others (please specify) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

17. What is the state of cooking your meat do you often eat? 

□ Uncooked (raw)                 □ Unwell cooked                           □ Well cook 

18. What is your special dish do you often eat? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Knowledge about prevention 

19. What are the preventions of this disease   

What are the preventions of this disease   Yes No 

19.1 Avoid direct contact with cattle when having cut skin or 

wound  

  

19.2 Do not slaughter sick or death animal                                                         

19.3 Eat well cook food or do not eat raw food                                      

19.4 When animal death, dispose by digging hole and bury the 

carcass     

  

19.5 Corral for keeping cattle should be cleaned and separated 

from house   

  

19.6 Vaccination against anthrax should be provided for animal           

19.7 Avoid mosquito bite                                                                        

19.8 Water source for animal is separated from humans   

 

Other related factors: 

20. Were there animal deaths in your household/family? (any kind of animals mentioned 

above) 

□ Yes                                          □ No 

21. Has your house ever been flooded? 

□ Yes                                          □ No 
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Observation form 

22. Animals surround the house? 

□ Yes                      □ No  

23. Yard; is there animal stool on the surface?       

□ Yes                      □ No  

24. There is place for keeping animal 

□ Yes                      □ No  

- If “Yes”, How far from house?........................m      

- How is the stock/stall? 

□ Clean                      □ Not very dirty                        □ Dirty  

25. Where is the water source for drinking? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

26. Where is the water source for bathing? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

27. Where is the water source for animals? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Thank you for your kind cooperation. 
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APPENDIX C 

Questionnaire (Lao Version) 

ຍຍຒບຓຘບຍຊາຓ 

 

ຖະນຈັຌກັຘ  າຑາຈ:.............. 

ທຌັ ຘ  າຑາຈ:.......................                                                       

ຒບຓຽຖກ :....................... 

ຽປບືຌຽຖກ :...................... 

  

ກຸໃຓ:    □ Case           □ Control 

 

ຈໄາຌຎະຆາກບຌ ຖະ ຘຄັຓ຺ 

1. ຖະນຈັຏູໄຽຂ຺ໄາປ ໃທຓກາຌຘກຶຘາ...................... 

2. ບາງ.ຸ................ຎ  

3. ຽຑຈ:         □ ງຄິ        □ ຆາງ 

4. ຘາຈຘະໜາ   

□ ຑຈຸ         □ ຏ         □ ຕຘິ ໌          □ ບືໃ ຌໂ (ກະຖຌຸາຖະຍຸ

....................) 

5. ຖະຈຍັກາຌຘກຶຘາ  

□ ຍ ໃ ແຈໄຽຂ຺ໄາປຄປຼຌ            □ ຎະຊຓ຺         □ ຓຈັະງຓ຺ຉບຌຉ ຺ໄຌ  

□ ຓຈັະງຓ຺ຉບຌຎາງ          □ ຖະຈຍັທຆິາຘະຽຑາະຂຶໄຌແຎ 

6. ບາຆ ຍ    

□ ຽປັຈແປໃ-ຽປັຈຌາ         □ ຖໄຼ ຄຘຈັ           □ ຑະຌກັຄາຌຖຈັ   

□ ໄາຂາງ               □ ຓ ໃຽປບືຌ       □ ບືໃຌໂ (ກະຖຌຸາຖະຍ.ຸ..................) 

7. ໃາຌຓ ຖາງແຈໄຈງຘະຽຖໃງຉ ໃ ຎ ຎະຓາຌຽ຺ໃ າເຈ? ...........................ກ ຍ 

 

ທາຓປູໄກ ໃຼ ທກຍັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ 

8. ໃາຌຽ ງແຈໄງຌິກໃຼ ທກຍັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າຍ ໃ ?   

□ ຽ ງ                    □ ຍ ໃ ຽ ງ          □ ຍ ໃ ຌໃເ 
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- ຊໄາຽ ງ, ໃາຌແຈໄງຌິາກເຘ? ........................................................................ 

 

9. ໃາຌຽ ງຽນັຌຏໃຌຑຍັ ນືົ ຎຘຽ໌ຉ ກ ໃຼ ທກຍັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເຌຌ຺ຍ ໃ  

□ ຽ ງ                    □ ຍ ໃ ຽ ງ          □ ຍ ໃ ຌໃເ 

-ຊໄາຽ ງ, ໃາຌຽ ງຽນັຌດູໃເຘ? 

 ຏໃຌຑຍັ:.............................. 

 ຎຘຽ໌ຉ :............................... 

 

10. ທາຓຽຂ຺ໄາເກໃຼ ທກຍັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ: 

ໃາຌປູໄນງຄັຈໃກ ໃຼ ທກຍັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ?  ຽນັຌຈ  ຍ ໃ ຽນັຌຈ  

10.1 ຽຎັຌຑະງາຈດູໃເຌຘຈັ(ຘໃທຌນົາງຑຍ຺ຌ  າຄທ຺-ທາງ)                                                       

10.2 ຘາຓາຈຉິຈເຘໃຌ຺ແຈໄ   

10.3 ຘາຓາຈນາງຽຆ຺າແຎຽບຄແຈໄຈງຍ ໃ ຉໄບຄຎິໃ ຌຎທ຺                                           

10.3 ຽປ຺າກຌິຆ ໄຌຂບຄຄທ຺-ທາງຉາງ ຽຊຄິຓ ໃຌທໃາຑທກຓຌັະຉາງ     

າກຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ           

  

 

11. ຌ຺ຽປ຺າຉິຈຑະງາຈຌ ໄແຈໄຌທເຈ?(ໝາງຂ ໄ ໃ ຊກືກ ໃາທຽຊຄິ) 

ຽຘັໄຌາຄຉິຈຉ ໃ ເຘຌ຺ ຓ ໃຌ ຍ ໃ ຓ ໃຌ 

11.1 ກຌິຆ ໄຌ ໃ ຽຎັຌຑະງາຈ                                                                        

11.2 ງຄຸກຈັຘຈັ ໃ ຽຎັຌຑະງາຈ ຖໄທຓາກຈັຌ຺                               

11.3 ຘ  າຏຈັຈງກຄ຺ກຍັໜຄັ, ຂຌ຺, ຆ ໄຌ ຖະ ກະຈກູຂບຄຘຈັ ໃ ຽຎັຌ 

ຑະງາຈ 

  

11.4 ນາງເຽບ຺າບາກາຈ ໃ ຓ  ຑະງາຈຌ ັໄຌຖບງຎຌ຺ດູໃຌ  າ        

11.5 ຉິຈາກຌ຺ບືໃ ຌ ໃ ຽຎັຌຑະງາຈ          

11.6 ຘຈັຖໄຼ ຄກຈັ(ໝາ-ຓທກຈັ)   

 

12. ບາກາຌຂບຄຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າຓ  ນງຄັຈໃ? (ໝາງຂ ໄ ໃ ຊກືກ ໃາທຽຊຄິ) 

ບາກາຌນົກັຂບຄຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າ ຓ ໃຌ ຍ ໃ ຓ ໃຌ 

12.1 ຍາຈຏຈ  າຉາຓຏິທໜຄັ               

12.2 ແຂໄ   

12.3 ຌັ                       
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12.4 ຊໃາງຽຎັຌຽຖືບຈ         

12.5 ຽັຍໄບຄ   

12.6 ຊບກໄບຄ   

12.7 ປາກຽຎັຌຽຖືບຈ       

12.8 ໜໄຌໜໄາຽບກິ            

12.9 ຆກັ   

12.10 ຌບຌຍ ໃ ນົຍັ   

12.11 ຎທຈຉາຓຉຌ຺ຉ   

 

ຈໄາຌຑຶຈຉກິ  າ (ຎຼຍຼຍກຌັຖະນທໃາຄ 3 ຎ  ໃ ຏໃາຌຓາ ຖະ ຎະຍຸຌັ)   

13. ຽປບືຌໃາຌເຆໄຓຸ ໄຄຍ ໃ /ຌບຌເຌຓຸ ໄຄຍ ໃ ?     

□ ຌບຌເຌຓຸ ໄຄ                   □ ຍ ໃ ແຈໄຌບຌເຌຓຸ ໄຄ 

- ຊໄາຍ ໃ ແຈໄຌບຌເຌຓຸ ໄຄ, ໃາຌຽປັຈຌທເຈຽຑືໃ ບຎໄບຄກຌັຍ ໃ ເນໄງຄຸກຈັ? 

□ ດາກຌັງຸຄ                      □ ຈູກາຍໝາກຑໄາທເນໄຽຎັຌທຌັຽຑືໃ ບແຖໃງຸຄ       

□ ບືໃຌໂ (ກະຖຌຸາຖະຍ.ຸ.........................................)                                                       

  

14. ໃາຌຓ ຘຈັຎະຽຑຈເຈຈໃຈ ັໃຄຉ ໃ ແຎຌ ໄ? ກະຖຌຸາເຘໃ  າຌທຌ 

□ ຄທ຺.....................ຉ 

□ ທາງ................ຉ 

□ ຍໄ....................ຉ 

□ ໝ.ູ....................ຉ 

□ ບືໃ ຌໂ(ກະຖຌຸາຖະຍ)ຸ.......................... 

ຊໄາຼຍກຍັ 3 ຎ ກ ໃບຌ, ໃາຌຈິທໃາ  າຌທຌຘຈັຂໄາຄຽິຄ ໃ ກ ໃາທຓາຌ ັໄຌ ຽຑ ໃ ຓຂຶໄຌ ນືົ 

ນຸົຈຖຄ຺?   

………........................................................................................................... 

15. ໃາຌແຈໄຘກັທກັຆຄກຌັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເນໄ ຄທ຺-ທາງໃາຌຍ ໃ ?  

□ແຈໄຘກັ                         □ຍ ໃ ແຈໄຘກັ               

3 ຎ ກ ໃບຌ, ໃາຌແຈໄຘກັທກັຆຄກຌັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າເນໄ ຄທ຺-ທາງໃາຌຍ ໃ     

□ແຈໄຘກັ                         □ຍ ໃ ແຈໄຘກັ 

                

16. ໃາຌຽປັຈຌທເຈຈໃ ຊໄາຓ  ຄທ຺-ທາງຂບຄບຍທ຺ຽນຄາ຺ ນືົ ຉາງ? 
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  3 ຎ ຏໃາຌຓາ ຎຈັຍຸຌັ (2012) 

ຓ ໃຌ ຍ ໃ ຓ ໃຌ ຓ ໃຌ ຍ ໃ ຓ ໃຌ 

ຂໄາ-ທ຺ຽຑືໃ ບຽຎັຌບານາຌ     

ທ຺ ຖະ ຍໃຄຽຎັຌຑຈູແຎຂາງເນໄຌ຺ເຌ 

ຍໄາຌ ນືົ ຍໄາຌເກໄຼຄ 

    

ຊິໄຓຆາກຘຈັ ໃ ຉາງ ຉາຓຎໃາ-ນໄທງຌ  ໄາເກໄຍໄາຌ      

ຂຈຸຂຓຸຐຄັຆາກຘຈັ ໃ ຉາງ     

ຽປັຈຆ ໄຌນໄຄ ຽຑືໃ ບຽກຍັແທໄກຌິຈຌ຺     

ຉາກໜຄັຓຌັແທໄຽປັຈກບຄ     

ຍັຍາງ-ຘ ຺ໃຄງືໃ ຌ ຆາກຘຈັ ໃ ຉາງ     

ໃາຌຽຎັຌຏູໄຉໃຄກຌິຂບຄຽປບືຌ     

 

ບືໃຌໂ, ກະຖຌຸາຖະຍຸ…………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

17.  ໃາຌຓກັຉໃຄກຌິ-ຓກັກຌິບານາຌຘກຸຎະຓາຌເຈ? 

□ ຈຍິ                 □ ຍ ໃຘກຸຈ ຎາຌເຈ (ຘ  າຖາ)                                 

□ ຘກຸຈ  

18. ໃາຌຓກັກຌິນງຄັຽຎັຌຑິຽຘຈ (ຆ ໄຌຄທ຺-ທາງ)? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

19. ທິ ຎໄບຄກຌັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າຓ  ືຌທເຈຈໃ?   

ທິ ຎໄບຄກຌັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບຈຈ  າຓ  ື ຓ ໃຌ ຍ ໃ ຓ ໃຌ 

ນົ ກນົໃຼ ຄກາຌຘ  າຏຈັ-ຍັຍາງຄທ຺-ທາງ ຽຓືໃບຓ  ຍາຈຏດູໃຓ ື   

ຍ ໃຂໄາ-ທ຺ ຄທ຺ທາງ ໃ ຽນຄາ຺ ນືົ ຉາງ         

ກຌິບານາຌ ໃ ຎຄຸຉໃຄຘກຸຈ -ຍ ໃກຌິຆ ໄຌຈຍິ   

ນາກຓ ຘຈັຉາງ ຊິໄຓຆາກຘຈັຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທຈໄທງກາຌຂຈຸຂຓຸ ຖະ ຐຄັ 

ຆາກຘຈັຈ ັໃຄກ ໃາທ  

  

ຽປັຈບກຘຈັເນໄນໃາຄາກຽປບືຌ ຖະ ບະຌາແຓບກຘຈັເນໄຘະ 

ບາຈ      

  

ຘກັທກັຆຄຎໄບຄກຌັຑະງາຈແຂໄຽຖືບກຈ  າເນໄກໃຄທ຺-ທາງ   
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ນົ ກນົໃຼ ຄຍ ໃ ເນໄງຄຸກຈັ   

ນົໃຄຌ  ໄາກຌິ-ຌ  ໄາເຆໄຂບຄຘຈັ ຖະ ຌ຺ຉໄບຄງກກຌັ   

 

ຎຈັເບືໃ ຌໂ ໃ ກຼໃທຂໄບຄ: 

20.  ຏໃາຌຓາຽປບືຌໃາຌຽ ງຓ ຘຈັຉາງຍ ໃ ? (ຘຈັຈຸຎະຽຑຈ  ໃ ກ ໃາທຓາຂໄາຄຽິຄ) 

□ ຽ ງຓ                                           □ ຍ ໃ ຽ ງຓ  

21. ຍ ຖິຽທຌຽປບືຌຂບຄໃາຌຽ ງຊກືຌ  ໄາຊ ໄທຓຍ ໃ ? 

□ ຽ ງຓ                                           □ ຍ ໃ ຽ ງຓ  
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ຍຍຒບຓຘຄັຽກຈກາຌ 

22.  ຓ ຘຈັດູໃຉາຓຍ ຖິຽທຌບໄບຓຂໄາຄຽປບືຌ? 

□ຓ                       □ຍ ໃ ຓ    

23.  ຓ ຂ ໄຘຈັຉາຓຽຈ ໃ ຌຍໄາຌ?       

□ຓ                       □ຍ ໃ ຓ    

24.  ຓ ຍໃບຌຂຄັ-ບກຘຈັ 

□ຓ                       □ຍ ໃ ຓ    

-ຊໄາ “ຓ ”, ແກາກຽປບືຌຎະຓາຌກັຓຈັ?.....................m      

-ຘະຑາຍບກຘຈັຽຎັຌຌທເຈl? 

□ ຘະບາຈ                  □ຍ ໃ ຽຎືໄບຌນົາງ                □ຽຎືໄບຌນົາງ  

25. ນົໃຄຌ  ໄາຈືໃ ຓນົກັຂບຄໃາຌຓ ໃຌດູໃເຘ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

26. ນົໃຄຌ  ໄາບາຍຂບຄໃາຌຓ ໃຌດູໃເຘ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

27. ນົໃຄຌ  ໄາຈືໃ ຓນົກັຂບຄຘຈັຖໄຼ ຄໃາຌຓ ໃຌດູໃເຘ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

  

 

ຂ ຂບຍເກຸໃາຌ ໃ ເນໄກາຌປໃທຓຓ ື
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APPENDIX D 

Time Schedule 

 

Steps  Research activities Time Frame  (Month during 2011-2012) 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr  

1 Literature review and 

draft tool for data 

collection 

       

2 Develop tools for data 

collection  

Try out research tool 

content validity by expert 

and ethical consideration 

       

3 Field preparation and 

data collection  

       

4 Data analysis and 

interpretation 

       

5 Report writing and 

presentation 
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APPENDIX E 

Estimated Budget 

 

Items Quantity Unit 

Unit 
price 
(THB) Total (THB) 

Per-diem for interviewers 
  4 20 days 450 

                      
36,000  

Orientation meeting (2 PHO and 1 
DHO staff + 4 interviewers) 7 1 300 2,100 
Accommodation 
  1 

20 
nights 500 

                      
10,000  

Transportation 

BKK- Salavan 
Province 2 trip  3,200 

                         
6,400  

Travelling to villages 1 19 days 150 
                         

2,850  

 Printing 
  
  
  
  
  

Paper + printing + 
binding(proposal 
exam) 3 sets  180 

                         
540  

Photocopy 
questionnaires for 
pretesting 50  Sets  12 

                            
600  

Print and photocopy 
questionnaires 700  Sets  12 

                         
8,400  

Photocopy (exam + 
final submit) 

350 
pages 14 sets 0.5 

                         
2,450  

Binding (exam + 
submit) 10 sets  150 

                         
1,500  

Stationary  4 sets  150 
                            

600  

Souvenir for participants  670 items 40 26,800 
Ethical consideration fee 
  1   1,000 

                         
1,000  

Sub Total 99,240 THB 

10%  miscellaneous  9,924 THB 

  

Grand Total  
109,164 

THB 
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